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Executive Summary
Biodiversity Gain
The applicant has made an over estimate of the extent of biodiversity gain achieved
by the revised mitigation and restoration plan. The application of the methodology
used is flawed in terms of the assumptions made about the habitat condition
achieved by restoration, and in its failure to take account of off-site impacts. The
analysis also takes no account of impacts on individual animal and insect species.
The inflated estimate of biodiversity gain is based on incorrect assumptions about
the status and appropriateness of large bodies of open water in the restoration plan.
We conclude that the response provided by the applicant is deficient and that
the planning application should as a result be rejected.

Revised working scheme and restoration
Despite revising plans to take account of the impact of bunding, soil storage and
disposition of materials, the revised proposals remain ambiguous and incomplete
and should be rejected. The impact of the revised proposals relating to the plant site
on Brandshill is not examined. The latter are acknowledged to be a Local Wildlife
Site (LWS) very high value. The reduction in the requirement for soil storage in the
revised plan assumes a larger area of shallow water can be established. This
measure potentially conflicts with the need to manage wildlife appropriately given the
potential aviation hazard for East Midlands Airport.
We show that the revised operational scheme and restoration plan are ecologically
flawed and unlikely to either mitigate the impacts of the proposed development, or
achieve any meaningful environmental net gain in the long-term. The proposal lack
detail on how the site will be managed in perpetuity. We conclude that the response
provided by the applicant is deficient and that the planning application should as a
result be rejected.

Designation
The applicant fails to demonstrate that the impacts on designated habitats
neighbouring the proposed development can be successfully managed or mitigated,
and that significant damage to important ecological assets in the locality would not
result. In particular, the applicant fails to address the impact of changing sediment
regime on the floodplain, the volumes of sediment being liberated by virtue of the
removal of vegetation and the cumulative impact on Holme Pit. The applicant also
fails to address the impacts of noise and disturbance on the ancient woodland of
Brandshill Wood, and Mill Hill Spinney (which is also potentially an ancient
woodland). The applicant’s analysis of the impacts on Burrows Farm Grassland and
Brandshill Grassland are also flawed.
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Species
The response of the applicant in respect of bats, necklace ground beetles, and barn
owls is inadequate. The material provided both fails to address the points put by
NCC, and continues to be based on inadequate survey information. The response in
relation to the translocation of necklace ground beetles does not show that there is
any likelihood that a successful translocation could be achieved. We conclude that
the response provided by the applicant in relation to the important species found in
and around the site is deficient, and that the planning application should as a
result be rejected.

Dust
The response of the applicant to the questions on dust is inadequate and confused.
The timing of movements of material in relation to wet and dry periods is
contradictory, and the analysis fails to take account of the impact of dust on health.
The applicant has failed to accurately analyse and describe the impact on Air Quality
for Lark Hill residents and has provided inaccurate and misleading data. The MPA
should require the applicant to revise their analysis or reject the proposal for
failing to do so.

Noise
The response of the applicant is inadequate in that they do not provide appropriate
base line data for background noise for each of the designated locations. Nor do
they provide robust evidence to support their claims for the effectiveness of the noise
mitigation strategy proposed. The applicant should have provided 3D ground
modelling to take account of the particular geographical features of this location. A
noise contour plan was also required in line with comments from Natural England
and Notts Wildlife Trust particularly in regards to the impact on Attenborough SSSI.
Additionally, the applicant has failed to address the issues and errors apparent in the
previous report from Vibrock in relation to the first Regulation 25 Request for
Information response. As a consequence we conclude that the planning
application should be rejected.

Heritage
The response of the applicant is inadequate. It still fails to assess the historical,
social and economic connections between the application site and Clifton Hall and
the way in which these are important to both the setting and historic significance of
the Hall and its Registered Park and Gardens and the Clifton Village Conservation
Area which includes these Grade I and II registered heritage assets. We consider
that he applicant has chosen to underplay the historical, social and economic
connections between the Hall and the site in order to negate the adverse impacts of
gravel extraction on the historic value of the landscape and the setting it provides to
the designated heritage assets of Clifton Hall and the Registered Park and Gardens.
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Cumulative impacts
We are particularly concerned that the cumulative impacts of the proposed
development have not been fully considered by the applicant or the County. Before a
decision is make therefore we request that there should be an analysis this
application in relation to the cumulative impacts of other developments which have
taken place in the area or are scheduled to take place. In this case, this would
include the construction of:
• The new A453;
• Lark Hill Village;
• Clifton South Park and Ride; and,
• The prospective developments at Clifton Woods and Fairham/Clifton
Pastures.
We are particularly concerned that, in light of the Long Moor judgement, there should
be an appropriate assessment of impact, such that if an individual aspect (e.g. noise,
dust, environmental impact) fails to meet the objection criteria, in combination they
may reach that threshold.
We believe that in both individually and in combination the impacts of the
proposed development do warrant rejection of the application, and on grounds
of cumulative impact the application should be also rejected.

Green Belt
The applicant has failed to address the issues that arise in relation to the Green Belt,
particularly in the area of the plant site, which is on a prominent and distinctive hill
ridge. The revised proposals do not address the impact of the soil storage mounds
and plant infrastructure on the character of the Green Belt in the Mill Hill area.
Moreover the impacts of the conveyor and haul road as they cross the bridleway at
the base of Brandshill Grassland are poorly assessed and addressed. The
infrastructure required at this crossing point will significantly impact on the integrity of
the ecological corridor linking the ancient woodlands of Brandshill and Clifton. The
security fencing requited around the site will represent a significant intrusion into the
Green Belt, which in the area of the proposed development has high amenity value.
As a consequence of the impact on the greenbelt we conclude that the
planning application should be rejected.
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1. Introduction
THE EXTRACTION AND PROCESSING OF SAND AND GRAVEL, INCLUDING
THE CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW SITE ACCESS ROAD, LANDSCAPING AND
SCREENING BUNDS. MINERAL WASHING PLANT AND OTHER ASSOCIATED
INFRASTRUCTURE WITH RESTORATION TO AGRICULTURE AND NATURE
CONSERVATION AREAS - LAND OFF GREEN STREET, MILL HILL AND LAND
AT BARTON IN FABIS, OFF CHESTNUT LANE, NOTTINGHAM (ES/3712)
Second submission of supplementary information requested by Nottinghamshire
County Council under Regulation 25 (8th November 2018)
Response to information supplied by Greenfield Associates and London Rock
Supplies Limited (December 2018)
This response is made on behalf of:







Barton in Fabis Parish Council
SAVE (the wider campaign group formed of members from other areas
affected by this proposal including Attenborough, Beeston Rylands,
Clifton, Thrumpton and Gotham, as well as recreational users from the
surrounding area)
Clifton Village Residents Association
Thrumpton Parish Meeting
Lark Hill Retirement Village Residents

We confirm our continuing OBJECTION to the Planning Application ES/3712
This is the second time that the MPA has requested supplementary information to
address inconsistencies or inadequacies in information supplied by the applicant.
We consider, as outlined in our detailed response below, that the further response
provided by Greenfield Associates and London Rock Supplies Limited again fails to
address adequately many of the issues raised by the MPA in their second
submission of supplementary information (8th November 2018). As a result the
planning application should be rejected.
In several instances, we have pointed out the errors and inadequacies in the
applicant’s response for a third time (in our original response, the first
response under Regulation 25 and in this latest response). It is unacceptable
for the applicant and their paid for consultants repeat the previous errors and
further compound them with additional misleading and inaccurate information
in their latest report.
We ask that NCC take full account of the failure of the applicant to respond
properly to the Regulation 25 process in determining this planning application.
In addition, we detail in Appendix 1 a series of additional issues raised by
various consultees including County Council officers and public bodies which
4

have not been included in the two Requests for Supplementary Information
made by the County Council.
We request that the MPA refers these issues under Regulation 25 to the
applicants as requiring a response. We contend that the MPA now has ample
evidence to reject this application and urge it to take this action.
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2. Ecology – Biodiversity Net Gain
2.1 The MPA requests that a biodiversity accounting exercise is undertaken,
so that the biodiversity benefits of the scheme (in relation to habitats) can be
measured against the biodiversity loss (of habitats) in an objective and
measurable way. It is recommended that the biodiversity accounting exercise
is undertaken using the Warwickshire County Council spreadsheet tool. The
assessment should be undertaken using a revised phasing and restoration
scheme and take into account aftercare period(s) for the restored areas, as set
out below, as well as the implementation of beneficial management of retained
habitats, such as Brandshill Grassland LWS. It should be noted that these
types of metric do not take account of the value of habitats for fauna, which
require separate impact assessment and mitigation proposals.
Although the applicant provides the results of a calculation using the spreadsheet
tool (Habitat Impact Assessment Indicator 02/01/2019) the information provided is
insufficient to see all the assumptions made, and flawed in that it fails to estimate the
trading down impacts, impacts on connectivity and off-site impacts of the
development. Nor does it indicate the net gain and loss at each stage of the phased
operations to highlight any ecological bottlenecks etc. As a result the analysis
underestimates the impact and overestimates the net gain achieved.
Specifically:
Lack of transparency about assumptions made
The determination of the site habitat biodiversity value for existing areas is
dependent upon the habitat condition assigned. The applicant mistakenly states
(Appendix A, page2) that they use ‘appropriate values’ for distinctiveness which they
derive from the recent ecological survey made by NCC, but they make no mention of
how condition was determined. Unless this is a terminological error the appropriate
information needs to be provided on how condition was assigned.
More significantly the lack of transparency about assumptions made is evident in the
fact that the condition scores determined for the habitats retained, enhanced or
created are also highly dependent on the assumptions made about their eventual
condition and the time span required for the target condition to be reached. The
scores are maximised by assuming that good condition is achieved in the shortest
possible time, which as stated in Appendix A (page 3), are indeed the assumptions
made by the applicant; 10 years assumed for woodlands, 5 years of the other
habitats, 20 years for wet woodland. Such assumptions about condition and
timespan are questionable and need better justification. The possibility that only
moderate or poor condition is achieved for the larger habitats in the restoration plan
would mean that the final biodiversity value would be considerably lower than that
suggested.
As an illustration of the sensitivity of the calculation to the assumptions made one
may consider the case of unimproved neutral grassland which the spreadsheet
provided by the applicant shows as two rows (Rows 18 and 19 on the tab
Biodiversity Impact Assessment). For both rows a significant proportion of the
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existing habitat is shown to be enhanced within the development. If such an
enhancement in condition were not achieved, then by moving the areas enhanced
from spreadsheet column L to spreadsheet column E reduces the overall biodiversity
gain by about one third (386.25 to 110.0).
Similarly, if the assumptions about initial enhancement of neutral grassland were
accepted, but restoration only achieved moderate condition for all of the created
habitats, the overall score for biodiversity gain would be halved. Most importantly if
enhancement f neutral grassland were unsuccessful and outcomes of restoration
only achieved moderate levels for condition then the biodiversity gain calculated
would not be significant.
In this context it is important to note that in none of their material does the applicant
consider the issue of soil fertility (esp. phosphorous levels) for the retained and
enhanced areas. Soil fertility is critical in grassland habitat creation and therefore
their proposals need to consider the issue carefully. Natural England’s publication
ENS21, pages 41-421 notes that the creation of meadows states will not succeed
if soil fertility is high. Geese predation of seed and new shoots, and associated
trampling, will further hinder success. Since soil stripping is not proposed in the
retained areas, then the likelihood of achieving good ecological condition in the
enhancement phase must be questioned. The history of the site is important in that if
past management has been very intensive, soil nutrient levels may well be too
elevated to allow the successful creation of these types of habitats.
Given the uncertainties surrounding the possibility of achieving good
condition for retained habitats and in the restoration, the applicant needs to
make a clearer statement about the uncertainties involved and the risks
associated with poorer biodiversity outcomes than those assumed and the
impact these risks would have on estimates of net gain. As it stands the
calculation provided is based on the most favourable set of assumptions that
can be devised and is therefore misleading.
Poor application of methodology
Although the biodiversity calculator allows the user to make an assessment of the
indirect biodiversity impacts arising off-site, the applicant does not include these in
the calculation. Nor does the applicant make any assumption about losses through
trading down (i.e. degradation of existing habitats on site) or loss of connectivity
between habitat patches as a result of habitat loss. As a result the assessment of the
overall impacts is underestimated and the resulting net gain overestimated.
In earlier documentation we have made a number of observations about the
ecological impact of the development on the SSSIs at Attenborough and Holme Pit,
and the neighbouring LWSs. In the case of Attenborough the key issue is the use of
the site for feeding and foraging by a number of bird species; in the case of Holme
1

http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/file/2298958
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Pit the issue concerns the impact of sediment and nutrient during normal run-off and
food events. Without in inclusion of the offsite impacts the calculation of
biodiversity net gain that is provided is misleading. The assumptions made in
relation to trading down and connectivity also need to be made explicit.
It should be noted that in the calculation of net gain, the final value is largely
determined by the area of open water (19.37ha) created by the scheme and the
assumption that such habitat is in good condition. The area of open water proposed
in the restoration scheme covers approximately 25% of the site and so the effect it
has on the final calculation is considerable. The appropriateness of such large water
areas has been questioned in previous responses, including that by NWT who state
in their earlier document that “the restoration of this site should be biodiversity led,
focussing on the priority BAP/Sn 41 habitats for the Trent floodplain, i.e. wet
grassland, reed bed, marsh, small ponds (less than 10m 2) and wet woodland. Large
areas of open water are not a priority habitat.” The applicant should base their
estimation of biodiversity gains/losses on habitats other than open water,
which in any case may not be managed to achieve good condition, given the
constraints the site has for bird management and potential aviation hazard
(See Item Section 2.2, V, below).
The uncritical application by the applicant of the methodology used for calculating
biodiversity net gain is evidenced by the lack of any detailed discussion of the
relationship between plant habitats and associated animal biodiversity. The
methodology omits birds, mammals and insects, and so does not provide a
comprehensive understanding of all the wildlife affected. The results are merely
indicative. As is noted in the ecological report prepared by NCC although some of
the existing semi-improved grassland is of low botanical value, and in some cases is
improved; however, it should be noted that Cottager Field is arguably floodplain
grazing marsh rather than semi-improved grassland. However, despite their
botanical status these areas have high value for other species including
invertebrates and birds. Cottagers’ Field and Barton Flash are particularly important
for birds, as are parts of The Stonhams, which is the field adjoining the northern
boundary of Cottagers’ Field (See Photos 1, 2 and 3); these areas are especially
important for over-wintering birds, including starling, redwing and fieldfare. These
and the other grasslands considered of low value also provides nesting and foraging
habitat for birds such as Skylark, Greylag geese and Oystercatcher. The importance
of the site for barn owls and bats species has also been recognised and will be
discussed further below (Section 5). These issues demonstrate, however, that the
assertion that there will be an overall biodiversity gain is misleading and
indeed questionable.
2.2 MPA request to provide confirmation of who will manage the restoration
proposals, particularly the wetland area (and the footpath that runs alongside
it).
Although the applicant has clarified who will manage the restoration it is important to
note that schemes aiming at biodiversity restoration are normally legal agreements.
In the notes on the biodiversity calculator provided in the Warwickshire, Coventry &
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Solihull Sub-Regional Green Infrastructure Strategy (Annexe A: Local Biodiversity
Offsetting Strategy) it is argued that “biodiversity offsetting will primarily be delivered
through legal agreements” (P.3), and that “Biodiversity offsetting will have been
secured as a way forward within the planning process through a legal agreement as
part of the approval notice” (P.8). Given that ownership and management
responsibility has been clarified, it is essential that if permission is granted an
appropriate legal arrangement for restoration is put in place.
The restoration plans provided need to state what is understood in terms of the
target conditions used to define the restoration objectives, how progress and
realisation of those targets will be measured, who and how successful and
appropriate management will be achieved, and how progress can be audited. For
example, in Appendix A it is stated that on-site habitats can be cut and used to seed
other areas, and reed beds developed to assist restoration elsewhere on the site –
but detail of how this will be done is not provided. As we have shown above the
assumption that existing neutral grassland areas can be enhanced during and after
the development is important in determining the extent of biodiversity gain.
The proposals are unclear about how the footpath at the base of Brandshill will be
managed in perpetuity, given that the restored land is unproductive and unlikely to
be used for agriculture. The maintenance of the restoration scheme in the long-term
needs to be addressed before the plan can be considered credible.
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Note: Local observation suggest
that numbers of birds are often
in excess of 200 at any one time,
and that Canada and Greylag are
present roughly in the
proportions of 60:40.
The site is clearly an important
in relation to the biodiversity
interest of Attenborough SSSI
which is across the river at this
point
Photo 1: Geese on Cottagers Field,
18/1/2019

Photo 2: Geese on Stonhams,
22/1/2019

Photo 3: Geese on Stonhams,
22/1/2019
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3. Revised working scheme and restoration
Item I: No soils stored at the base of Brandshill Grassland. The soils that are
currently shown as stored at the base of Brandshill Grassland should be
incorporated into the soil storage areas surrounding the storage and
processing area at the top of Brandshill; and,
Item IV: No permanent storage of soils at the top of Brandshill. The soils which are
currently shown are being retained as part of the restoration scheme at the
top of Brandshill (and any additional soils associated with the point above)
should be used in the restoration of the extraction area to minimise the area
of open water, or increase the area of shallow water habitats
The removal of soils stored at the base of Brandshill grassland is acknowledged, as
is the recognition that there should be no permanent storage of soils at the top of
Brandshill. However, there is now a storage bund on the northern eastern boundary
of Brandshill Grassland adjacent to Burrows Farm according to Plan BTN1. In
addition there will be screening bunds along the route of the conveyor (see page 41,
paragraph 7.7 of the Air Quality Report). These will all impact on Brandshill
Grassland which is acknowledge to be a Local Wildlife Site very high value. The
revised restoration plans therefore remain inadequate.
The apparent reduction in the amount of soils stored is achieved by using the
materials to providing greater areas of shallow water; it should be noted that while
this reduced the requirements for bunding, the strategy of large areas of open water
conflicts with other goals such as mitigation of aviation hazards (see V below).
Item II: Remove the area labelled as ‘new planting’ to the north-west of Mill Hill
Spinney on the proposed site layout. This should remain as grassland; and,
Item III: The existing grassland and scrub area at Mill Hill, to the south-east of Mill
Hill Spinney, should be restored to species-rich neutral grassland habitat.
This area is proposed to be used as a stocking area during the working of
the site, and the restoration currently proposes to restore this area to
agriculture
Although there is now proposed restoration of an area of restored neutral grassland
adjacent to Mill Hill Spinney as marked on the map BTN3, the adjacent area remains
‘restored to agriculture’. As a result the response does not address the requirement
of the question put by the MPA. The restoration proposals should be revised
accordingly; restoration should also be to neutral grassland.
Item V: Shallow margins of the main water bodies should be identified. This
restoration scheme should show the areas where there are broad, gently
shelving margins where a wide draw down zone and fringing vegetation
would be established. These areas would require a varied microtopography to optimise the potential habitat quality
Despite the clarification about the location of soil storage and disposition, the revised
proposals remain ambiguous and incomplete and should be rejected. It is stated on
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Page 5 that the material will be used to reduce the amount of open water and to
create more marshland with pockets of wet woodland. It is also stated that soils from
the screening bunds around the plant area will be used to reduce the amount of
open water within the Phase 1 “stockpile area”, and that it will be used to reduce the
slopes on the eastern side of Lakes 1 and 2.
Given that the lake margin profiling cannot be determined until a Bird Management
Plan has been developed and approved in consultation with East Midlands Airport
and the MPA, the nature of the dispositions between these final locations in the
restoration scheme is completely undetermined. As a result the restoration plan is
merely aspirational and importantly any biodiversity gain calculation based on it
inaccurate and misleading. It is not sufficient, as is stated on Page 5 of the response,
that final determination of plans should be delayed until just prior to restoration or the
final phase of extraction because the ability of the applicant to restore and make
good biodiversity losses is a relevant factor affecting the decision on the proposals at
the outset.
The Wildlife Hazard Management Airside Operational Instruction 15 for East
Midlands Airport2 notes that the Planning and Minerals and Associated Good
Practice Guidance requires Local Planning Authorities to consult civil aerodromes on
relevant development proposals. In particular it notes that:
….the safeguarding process targets new developments that, individually or as
part of a cumulative process, could become major attractants with the
potential to cause significant problems. In terms of risk assessment, the
existing situation and the current disposition of local bird populations must be
included in the assessment of a proposed development.
On page 13 of the same document (paragraph 5.1) it is stated that the airport has
established a safeguarding consultation system with the three Local County
Councils, which has been in operation for several years and includes bird hazards as
defined in the Safeguarding Directions. It is then noted that each application made to
the system will be considered both on its own merits and in terms of its potential
interactions with existing bird habitats in the local area as identified in the EMA Bird
Safeguarding Area Survey’. There is no evidence that the applicant has undertaken
such consultation in relation to assessing the existing situation and the current
disposition of local bird populations. This was done by Peak Ecology consultants for
Redhill Marina, Ratcliffe on Soar, and about 50 sites within a 5km radius of the
proposed marina were identified; these included areas of open water, landfill and
mineral extraction sites.
In addition to the lack of an adequate Bird Safeguarding Area Survey, there are no
details about how bird management will be undertaken after the restoration phase
has ended.
Given that an assessment of bird safeguarding for aviation is lacking in the
current set of proposals, the responses provided to questions about
2

https://live-webadmin-media.s3.amazonaws.com/media/5371/aoi-15-wildlife-hazard-management.pdf
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restoration are inadequate and the permission to develop should therefore be
rejected.

Item VI:

The restoration scheme shall include more detailed habitat types. For
example this should identify the existing grassland areas (retained and
enhanced) and those which are to be created (differentiating between
types such as species rich and floodplain). This should be done with
reference to the National Vegetation Classification (NVC)

It is requested that the restoration scheme should include more detailed habitat
types, and indicate the existing grassland areas retained and enhanced and those
which are to be created (differentiating between types such as species rich and
floodplain). This should be done with reference to the National Vegetation
Classification.
Although the response provides some information in terms of the target NVC
classes for grassland, the overall level of detail provided in this part of the
response is poor and a number of shortcomings are apparent; the proposals
should be rejected. Specifically:

3



The un-numbered map on page 6 of the response, showing enhanced
habitats, does not appear to differentiate between existing grassland areas to
be retained and enhanced and those which are to be created. It also focusses
only on the extraction site and not the site as a whole. The mapping is
incomplete and inadequate.



The enhanced habitat plan they refer to on page 5-6 shows enhanced
planting around the Barton in Fabis Pond and Drain LWS, a small section of
which to the south of the pond already has a problem with the invasive
species Himalayan Balsam. Re-seeding and enhanced planting of the buffer
zone around this LWS by harrowing will leave the area open to further
invasive species, plus if the seed fails through predation by birds or
unsuitability of the soil this increases the chance of invasive species
degrading the LWS. The strategy for manging invasive species is not provided
in the current documentation and so the proposals should be rejected as
inadequate.



Map BTN3 shows a marker near Barton Island to existing and new wet
woodland. It also shows proposals to create other wet woodland elsewhere on
the site. However, no details of the character of the wet woodland to be
created are provided. For wet woodland to be considered a UK BAP habitat,
there are seven types which have to consist of specific tree species which
need to accord with the National Vegetation Classification3. The current
proposals as inadequate because they do not specify any tree or plant
species so we judge if the wet woodland accords with the NVC.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_species_and_habitats_of_principal_importance_in_England
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Further evidence of the poorly worked restoration plan is provided in the
proposals for habitat enhancement


The focus here is entirely on the unworked grassland and riparian margins
and represent the minimum that might be attempted. The likely success of the
measure to re-seed using green hay from areas that will be lost is not
evaluated, and no details of who, how and when such management will be
accomplished is provided. The proposals do not provide information on where
‘the on-site suitable habitat that can be cut’ is located or that the volume of
hay cut is adequate in terms of the areas to be reseeded, or how the spread
of invasive species will be managed. Also due consideration needs to be
given to how rutting of the land during hay-cutting can be avoided.



The restoration proposals also make no reference to protection and
enhancement of the grassland and woodland margins along the eastern
boundary of the site at the foot of Brandshill Wood. Given that the latter is an
ancient woodland the importance of maintaining the ecological quality of this
corridor is paramount. Such steps are essential given the loss of the
biodiversity hotspot associated with the area of dense scrub at the foot of
Brandshill Grassland. The loss of connectivity resulting from the development
and restoration is particularly concerning because there is nothing marked on
BTN 3 about the reinstatement of the hedgerow at the base of Brandshill
Grassland which is used as a link to the two ancient woodlands and is so
important for foraging bats, winter and breeding birds and migrant birds.



There are no details on how Brandshill Marsh will be restored.



The Restoration Plan (BTN 3) does not show the location of the restored
Barton Flash. Paragraph 7.13 on page 50 of the original Ecological Impact
Assessment dated February 2017 with regard to Barton Flash states the soils,
“will then be directly placed into the southern and eastern sides of Phase 3 to
recreate an area the same size as the existing Barton Flash LWS. The
proximity of this area to the River Trent is likely to recreate similar conditions
to its original location, allowing it to seasonally flood as it does currently.” This
commitment has not been reaffirmed. Moreover, the resulting areas restored
will lose their close connection to the river and are unlikely to compensate for
the loss of Barton Flash.
o It should be noted that he area where restoration is planned was
referred to in Nick Crouch’s Habitat Site Visit Report as AREA 7, which
he described as ‘Good quality semi-improved grassland.’ Therefore the
application will destroy two good and ecologically beneficial habitats,
given that Barton Flash is noted as good habitat for birds and
invertebrates. Uncertainties over the success of measures to
compensate for the loss of Barton Flash due to problems associated
with soil storage/handling and seeding etc. suggests that two currently
good habitats lost without the restoration of anything likely to match
them.
14



The Restoration Plan (BTN 3) does not show clearly the location of Barton
Pond and Drain (LWS) in relation to proposed Lakes 1 and 2.



Other areas where detail on the nature of restoration is lacking concerns the
species to be included in the broadleaved and wet woodland planting.



The rationale for including two large lakes or ponds as part of the
restoration plan in their current location itself needs to be examined
more critically than has been done by the applicant. The Aggregates
Toolkit Sheet A2, Pond Design Principles4, advises that when creating ponds
on a lowland river floodplain, they should not be located next to a river where
flooding is likely to occur, but further away where flood frequency is reduced.
Frequent inundation is likely to reduce their ecological value.



It should be noted that the restoration plan still includes reengineering of the
bank of the Trent to establish a “connection to the river and backwater for fish
refuge” (Plan BTN 3, grid ref 452580, 334300). As we pointed out in
previous documentation the 'EA response to BIF PC Enquiry PDF' states
that they believe there is no interference with the river bank, which is
incorrect, as the restoration plans show that there will be a connection
made from the river to the large lagoon near to Barton Island. We
therefore feel that the EA should confirm that they have no objection to the
current plans, which are clearly contrary to the statement made in their
response. The hydrological impact of the connection to the river needs to be
assessed and the ecological rationale for the feature properly justified.
o Our concerns about bank integrity are highlight also in the RSO
document by the Area Rights of Way Officer, who stated: “There is a
concern over the integrity and width of the banks between the river
Trent and the two water bodies. A similar location in Girton, at a sand
and gravel extraction site, gave way when the river rose last year and
washed away a byway”.



4

We also feel that the assessment made by the EA and the applicant on the
causes of bank erosion in the area upstream of Barton Island is simplistic,
given the clear loss of material that has occurred here in recent years. We
have already provided evidence on the recent flood event that shows the
impact that over-bank flows have in this area. Given the current restoration
plan the area of wet woodland proposed close to the river bank at Plan BTN 3
Grid Ref 452510, 333400 is vulnerable to damage during flood events and
unlikely to achieve the mitigation assumed. Moreover the narrowness of the
river bank in this area that is active to erosion many mean that failure during
flood events will connect Lake 1 to the river.

https://freshwaterhabitats.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/pond-design-principles-for-diversity.pdf
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Item VII: Provision of shallow wetland at the western end of the site. This should be
designed so that it contains shallow wetlands (scrapes) to complement
the adjacent Cottages Flash
It was requested that there should be the provision of a shallow wetland area at the
western end of the site to complement the adjacent Cottagers’ Flash. This semicontinuously wet area is important because it attracts many bird species and is a
focus for birdwatches at Attenborough.
The proposal that a series of ‘scrapes’ will be created in the restored
grassland of Phase 2 is inadequate. It is unclear if or how the scrapes will
create conditions to complement those at Cottager’s Flash because of their
location relative to the river.
The Archaeology Desk Study Appendix 1 shows Cottagers Flash to be labelled as
Barton Mills (M75 11); the Nottinghamshire Historic Environment Data (page 32)
records it as a watermill. The feature is probably where the river was diverted into a
channel or mill pond to power the mill. The hydrology of the area known as of
Cottagers’ Flash therefore depends on the proximity and connection of the area to
the river, a characteristic that will not be reproduced by a series of ‘scrapes’ set back
from the river and separated from it by “native willow planting” (see Map BTN3).
We would therefore suggest that the current proposal be rejected unless
evidence that they would have the same or better ecological function as the
Cottager’s Flash.
Item VIII: Removal from the restoration scheme of the haul road that runs from the
site entrance to the base of Brandshill. Upon the removal of the plant and
processing area, the internal haul road should be removed and restored
back to species-rich grassland
Although the restoration proposals now indicate that the haul road will be removed,
the plan now indicates that it will be replaced with an agricultural track which “will be
the same as the current situation where the agricultural tenant drives across
Brandshill Grassland” (Page 7). This statement is inaccurate. Map BTN3 shows
the proposed track extending as far as the north-west boundary of Brandshill
Grassland to the footpath that runs along the bottom of the hill. There is currently no
agricultural track in this location; there is a farm track alongside the spinney as far as
a farm gate which is the access into Brandshill Grassland. The track shown on the
restoration plan should therefore be removed, and access to the site arranged
by other means to avoid damage to restored grassland. It should also be noted
that the construction of the haul track itself will have a major impact on the
surrounding grassland margins.
By proposing such an informal arrangement for access the applicant appears to be
trying to hide what is essentially a biodiversity net loss to avoid the Greenbelt issue,
as the grassland will be impacted by this informal arrangement. As the track will no
longer be in a cutting the machinery using it will be even more prominent.
Furthermore, the applicant has not stated that they plan to restore the worn out
grassland or confirmed that they will not use the track for future access.
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Item IX: Removal from the restoration scheme of the proposed hedgerow that
bisects the site, following the line of the buried gas pipe. This should be
replaced with grassland suitably seeded to provide Barn Owl hunting and
bat foraging habitat
The restoration proposals now eliminate the proposed hedgerow that bisects the
site. The argument for its removal basically stemmed from the lack of any clear
rationale in the original restoration proposals. It should be registered that the loss of
the hedgerow is significant in terms of contributing to the biodiversity loss. Berrybearing hedgerows are vital resource for wintering birds and in the summer, thick
hedgerows are good for breeding birds. They also act as important commuting
routes for many species, including bats. Hedgerows provide dead wood and plant
litter which is important for invertebrates, which in turn provide prey for predators,
and food for mammals such as stoats and badgers. Hedgerows are also significant
for hunting barn owls in respect of perching and hunting for prey. The Rushcliffe
Barn Owl Project noted that barn owls are rarely found on the Attenborough side of
the river. This observation highlights the ecological importance of the area affected
by the proposals.
The loss of 1.63km of hedgerow is bound to have a major adverse impact on the
current bird and bat species and it needs to be addressed by compensatory
measures either here or elsewhere on the site. A judgement about the value of
replacing the hedgerow with grassland as shown on the revised restoration
proposal depends crucially on whether the restored grassland achieved good
condition – an assumption that we have questioned elsewhere in this
document. There are also specific requires in terms of ‘thatch’ build-up if these
areas are to be suitable for barn owls. We consider the current plan to be
poorly conceived ecologically and its design driven main by expediency than
and ambition to prevent or restore any biodiversity loss.
Item X: The proposed aftercare period should be identified and should be long
enough to ensure establishment of the biodiversity priority habitats to a high
quality, also to ensure their longevity. Should the biodiversity accounting
exercise result in different aftercare periods being proposed for different
habitat types, this should be clearly set out for each phase of the
development
It is requested that the proposed aftercare period should be identified and that it
should be long enough to ensure establishment of the biodiversity priority habitats to
a high quality, also to ensure their longevity. It was also requested that should the
biodiversity accounting exercise result in different aftercare periods being proposed
for different habitat types, these should be clearly set out for each phase of the
development.
In their response the applicant concedes that woodlands my require a longer period
of aftercare (10 years) than grasslands and agricultural areas (5 years), and suggest
that different aftercare periods will apply in the different Phase areas. This response
is inadequate in three respects.
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First, given that the restoration scheme has to target a number of animal
species that depend on habitat mosaics (e.g. owls, bats) the ecological
integrity of the whole site needs to be assured. This cannot be achieved by
the piecemeal approach proposed.



Second, how progress towards agreed targets will be monitored audited and
any additional remediation measures agreed.



Third, the response does not address the issue of longevity that is highlighted
in the request from the MPA. Who will manage the site when the periods of
aftercare of whatever length are over? Continued management will be
required beyond the formal periods of aftercare to maintain the quality of the
biodiversity priority habitats that are created. The lack of any detailed long
term plan or vision for the site suggests that the design of the restoration
scheme is driven mainly by expediency rather than any meaningful ecological
ambition.
o Arable will need managing appropriately for wildlife particularly birds, in
respect of types of crops and the timing of sowing. Reed beds will need
management to prevent spread of scrub and choking of ponds5.
Marshy grassland needs management to prevent encroachment of
scrub and invasive species. Neutral grassland needs good
management in terms of grazing regime and preferably mowing and
hay making to maintain floristic diversity. It is essential to address
these issues in order to secure net gain in the long term.
The MPA have a duty to ensure that any biodiversity restoration requirements
set as part of any permission are both meaningful and can be sustained. The
restoration plan needs to include a clear statement of who and how
long-term management will be ensured and what financial resources will
be directed towards ensuring its success. Without such information the
current restoration plan is merely aspirational and unachievable; it
should be rejected.

5

http://ww2.rspb.org.uk/Images/bringing_reedbeds_to_life_tcm9-385799.pdf
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4. Designation
4.1 The MPA requests further information from the applicant to demonstrate
that there would be no adverse impact as a result of sedimentation from
flood water passing through the application site and entering Holme Pit
SSSI.
Although the applicant notes the statement of the EA (Para 4.2.1) which states that if
the stockpiles are removed in advance of a flood event this would remove the risk of
loose sediment being carried further downstream. However, in their response to the
request from the NCC, the applicant notes that only mobile equipment and
pumps/generators will be removed from the site in the event of major flood (Para
4.1.3). This statement is irrelevant in terms of what the NCC requested. The issue is
removal of stockpiled material on the flood plain.
The response is poor in that it fails to address the likely off-site impacts due to runoff
operations that could alter water chemistry though disturbance to top soils, and
leaking of oil and fuel from machinery, and changes in silt regime during flood events
and wet weather is also poorly addressed by the applicant
In relation to the sediment issue, the applicant then state that “…. The proposed
extraction scheme for the site involves the excavation of minerals over two or three
campaigns to ensure that works on the flood plain do not occur during flood events”
(Para 4.1.4). However, the fail to show how this will be achieved. There is not detail
on the timing of these campaigns and how they related to anticipated flood events
over the seasonal cycle. Moreover, given there is an expected increase in flood
frequency and risk for the site due to climate change impacts (as acknowledged in
their earlier documentation from the applicant), the text now provided fails to show
how the risk of unexpected, large flood events will be managed. Nor is there any
evidential basis for the claim that the workings will provide any significant additional
“net gain” in terms of flood storage. We regard the response of the applicant to the
NCC request as therefore inadequate.
The poor quality of the response is further evidence by inclusion of the two photos of
flooding in the Trent Valley which are entirely irrelevant to the request made to them.
The observation that sediment is deposited across the entire valley is factually true
but has no bearing on the issue about which the request was made.
In terms of the issue of “minor floods”, the applicant claims that the flow of water is
“likely to be amended…” but do not show or explain how. More especially, the text in
para 4.1.7 is entirely wrong. In relation to the diagram showing the path of flooding
recent flood events they state “As this flow passes through Phases 2, 3 and 1 it is
therefore inferred that there will be little or no likelihood of material from the
stockpiles within Phase I being “picked up” from these minor flood events that will
impact on Holme Pit”. This is clearly factually and logically incorrect since the stock
pile are is in the Phase I area. The ‘minor flood event’ passed through this area,
marked on the map as ‘stock pile’, and the stock pile remains in this location in the
revised working plan (M13.217(f).D.003).
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These small flood events are of much higher frequency than major ones, and the
current text shows that the applicant fail to appreciate their significance in relation to
Holme Pit, the need to design a site layout accordingly, and the need to manage for
them when the inevitably arise. Their poor understanding of the issue is further
illustrated by their response in para 4.1.8 which concerns nutrient load and not
sediment input. Their final statement in para 4.1.9, that major flood events would in
any case inundate the site is also irrelevant and amount to no more than a
statement, that since it can be damaged by other factors, the impact of the proposed
development does not need to be considered. The development will add to the
volumes of silt that can be mobilised during flood events. This is assessment is
unprofessional and as a consequence the response and the proposals should
be rejected.
4.2 The MPA requests written confirmation as to what elements of site will be
powered by mains electricity.
No comment
4.3 The MPA requests consideration of the impact of emissions on Local
Wildlife Sites within 200m of the plant and processing area. It is
suggested that Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) method for
assessing the impact of emissions from HGV movements on ecologically
designated sites is used to consider the impacts of the development
The response is inadequate because it fails to distinguish between the impacts of the
plant and processing area. For example, the conveyor belt and haulage road crosses
Brandshill Grassland, and so the statement that: “The closest locally designated site
is Brandshill Grasslands LWS which is greater than 220m from the proposed Green
Street quarry entrance, thus this also falls outside of the assessment criteria” (Para
4.3.3) is misleading. The entrance may be more than 200m away but the rest of the
plant is not. Heavy equipment will also need to be deployed elsewhere on the site.
None of these impacts are considered, even though they will be within 200m of the
SSSI at Attenborough.
Given that there is not attempt in the response to show how the DMBR methodology
is applied, we consider the response fails to address the request made.
4.4 The MPA would seek to ensure that noise levels as a result of the
proposed development are no greater than 55dB (LAeq, 1hr) in Brandshill
Wood during the bird breeding season (March to September inclusive). It
may be possible, through the use of a condition, to schedule the louder
activities (e.g. soil stripping) to outside of the bird breeding season. The
MPA still needs to be confident that extraction would not exceed 55dB
(LAeq, 1hr) at Brandshill Wood.
Although the applicant accepts that a condition could be imposed to restrict louder
activities to outside the breeding season, they argue that the period should only
cover the moths of February to August, rather than March to September as
proposed. This request should be rejected, and instead a condition of restriction from
February to September should be imposed. The evidence for this is as follows:
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Ravens are very early breeders and susceptible to the slightest disturbance
so although Table 3 shows first clutches laid 20 th February, it could be earlier
depending on weather conditions and also, noise could disturb their nest
building activity.



Given the possible end date for Long-eared owl which is a notable species,
caution should be exercised and the breeding season should continue until
the end of September.

The present response and the evidence on which it is based is also inadequate in
that it fails to take account of the breeding patterns of Grasshopper warbler, Ceti's
Warbler and Reed bunting which nest on land adjoining the eastern boundary at the
base of Brandshill Wood, at Barton Pit and Brandshill Marsh. NCC need to confirm
that the impacts of noise and disturbance on these breeding birds has been
assessed appropriately before a decision can be made.
4.5

The MPA requests the following:
 The maximum (LAeq,1hr) noise level at the closest
Wood for soil stripping activities during Phase 1.
 The maximum (LAeq,1hr) noise level at the closest
Wood for excavation activities during Phase 1.
 The maximum (LAeq,1hr) noise level at the closest
Wood for soil stripping activities during Phase 3.
 The maximum (LAeq,1hr) noise level at the closest
Wood for excavation activities during Phase 3.

part of Brandshill
part of Brandshill
part of Brandshill
part of Brandshill

The applicant acknowledges that outside the bird breeding season, when plant is
operating close to the site boundaries, noise levels could exceed 59dB at
Attenborough and 63dB at Brandshill Woods, and suggest a number of buffer
distances that could be applied. The proposals are poorly crafted, because they do
not take account of the uncertainties involved in making the estimates under different
assumptions (i.e. what is the margin of error), and therefore the risks of exceedance.
In this context it is important to note that in Tables 7 a-f the buffers used are the
minimum needed to achieve 55dB, so that given the uncertainties associated with
modelling of this kind, they could still very well be exceeded; a more precautionary
approach is required before any confidence can be attached to the conclusions
arising from this work.
In assessing this work and the wider impacts that the development would entail it is
important to note that even if these buffer conditions are met and are successful,
outside the bird breeding season there would be disturbance to wildlife and people
by noise levels exceeding 55dB. Significant cultural receptors are the bridal path at
the base of Brandshill Wood and Grassland, and the very heavily used riverside
footpath on the Attenborough bank of the Trent.
Note also that if these “worse case” noise levels are exceeded in the proximity to
Brandshill Wood and Attenborough they must also be experienced along the northeast boundary of the village of Barton in Fabis, and this would apply throughout the
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year since no ecological buffer zone would be required. We examine the response in
relation to noise further in Section 7 of this document.
4.6 The MPA requests an assessment of the impact of the proposed
development upon the Ancient Woodland status of Brandshill Wood and
Clifton Wood.
The applicant does not consider that the development will have any impact on the
Ancient Woodlands of Brandshill and Clifton. We regard this response as
inadequate.
It should be noted that the requirement reproduced in the Summary Response (Page
15, para 4.6) Ecology Response (Appendix A, p.6) does not follow the wording of the
council’s actual question as printed in their Regulation 25 response dated 8/11/18.
Importantly this states, ‘It is recommended that the ‘potential impacts’ set out in the
standing advice are addressed point by point.’ As a result the response falls short of
what is required. The assessment does not follow the Assessment Guide in Natural
England’s standing advice, and separate assessments should have been made for
Brandshill and Clifton Woods. Specific issues that need to be considered in relation
the NE Guidance are as follows:
In relation to Brandshill Wood, the applicant:










Does not consider that, although the NPPF guidance in respect of buffers to
ancient woodland refers to 15m as a minimum buffer, the guidance states that
“The size and type of buffer zone should vary depending on the scale, type
and impact of the development”. The applicant fails to provide any justification
for why the minimum of 15m should be adopted.
Fails to examine what size of ancient woodland will be affected, and makes
no statement of the impacted areas in hectares.
Does not analyse how well connected the woodlands are, which is significant
given that the siting of the plant area close to Brandshill Wood and
immediately adjacent to Mill Hill Spinney will have impacts in terms of noise,
disturbance, lighting and dust and affect the connectivity between the wood,
the spinney and Clifton Wood. The removal of a substantial part of the
hedgerow and tree line at the base of Brandshill Grassland, along with the
scrubby area of Brandshill Marsh, will have a significant impact on
connectivity between Brandshill and Clifton Wood.
Provides insufficient evidence to support the claim that no root disturbance
will occur. The applicant states that a soil bund will be erected 15m to the
south of Brandshill Wood, however, they provide no evidence to support their
claim that no impacts will occur to the root zone.
Does not provide any survey of protected species within the woodlands.
Fails to demonstrate that the development will potentially affect the woodland
through changes to air quality or to ground water (through pollutants or
changes in hydrology). Note that in this section of the NE Guidance the text
draws attention to the fact that “Impacts from air and water pollution and
hydrological changes have the potential to occur at significant distances from
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the source.” No hydrological survey has been carried out on either woodland.
Given prevailing wind direction, dust and air pollution is an issue for Brandshill
and Clifton. The level of impact needs to be properly assessed. There is no
statement of the shortest distances between points of extraction and the
woodlands, and no analysis of the impacts that therefore might arise. As a
result the impacts cannot be assessed and the effectiveness of the proposed
measures be properly assessed.
The applicant fails to make an assessment of the function of the land lost and
its role in enhancing or supporting the adjacent ancient woodlands. The
knock-on effect of mineral extraction on both ancient woodlands has therefore
not been assessed.
The landscaping scheme has not specified the species used in the restoration
of neighbouring areas or their provenance, and the possibility of the spread of
non-native species.

A serious omission from the assessment is consideration of Mill Hill Spinney (a
Broad-leaved Woodland, UK Priority Habitat) and the impacts of Plant Site. In this
context, the applicant:


Fails to consider the impacts of proposed plant site on notable breeding
bird species. Mill Hill Spinney has not undergone a thorough assessment in
respect of potential impacts on notable red and amber listed breeding birds.
Last spring, Robert Hoare, a respected local bird-watcher, noted nest building
activity for the following species: Song Thrush (Red list), Dunnock (Amber list)
and Willow Warbler (Amber list). The latter were observed nesting on the
ground immediately adjacent to the western boundary of the Spinney. Robert
Hoare has also noted that the scrubby grassland immediately adjacent to the
eastern boundary of Mill Hill Spinney is particularly important for migrant
species In the absence of a full breeding bird survey the impacts of the
proposed plant site on the spinney and its grassland and scrub margins
has been overlooked by the applicant, and the proposals are unsound.



Fails to assess the impacts on Protected Species in Mill Hill Spinney. No
survey of protected species has been made with regard to Mill Hill Spinney
and so there is considerable uncertainty about the impact of the plant site on
this UK BAP Priority Habitat. Should protected species be found, a full
assessment of impacts in respect of noise, vibration and lighting needs to be
made. Paragraph 5.51 of the current Regulation 25 response states that the
plant site will be lit overnight for security purposes; the ecological implications
of such a measure must be assessed before any decision on the proposal is
made. The area around Mill Hill Spinney is not currently impacted by the
street lights associated with the roundabout in this vicinity as the roundabout
is at a lower level and surrounded by banking therefore no light is cast upon
the proposed plant site.



The possible Ancient Woodland Status of Mill Hill Spinney needs to be
considered. The Parish Council has noted that the north eastern portion of Mill
Hill Spinney appears on the First Edition OS Map, on Sanderson's Map of
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1835 and Henry Steven's Map of 1815. In view of this we believe it could be
ancient woodland. If this part of Mill Hill Spinney is deemed to be ancient, an
assessment of the impacts of the proposed development should be carried
out using the Natural England/Forestry Commission's Assessment Guide
before the application is decided. Natural England have confirmed that
although this portion of the spinney might be too small for inclusion on the
Ancient Woodland Inventory, because there is no size limit set in the NPPF,
all ancient woodland should be considered in planning decisions regardless of
size
By failing to answer point by point the material in the NE Guidance in relation
to the ancient woodland of Brandshill Wood, the ecological significance of Mill
Hill Spinney, and any wider detailed assessment of protected species and the
impacts upon them, the applicant has clearly failed to provide the information
requested by the Council and so the proposals should be rejected.
4.7 Additional Issues
Burrows Farm Grassland LWS (SK 53491 34128)
It is important that the evidence base on which the planning decision is made
should be as complete as possible, and so it is important to note that the
applicant has not correctly identified the location of the LWS in relation to the
development. The LWS lies immediately adjacent to the north-eastern boundary of
Phase 1 and not 175 metres away from the boundary of the extraction site as stated,
on page 22 of the applicant's Ecological Impact Assessment. As a result it is likely to
be directly impacted by extraction and processing operations, include that arising
from runoff and nutrient input.
The LWS Information Sheet compiled by NBGRC describes Burrows Farm
Grassland as “An unimproved neutral grassland, seasonally wet from groundwater”.
It adds “There is a seasonally flooded pond in the north west corner.” The species
list includes Meadow vetchling, Common Sorrel, Greater Burnet, Pignut, Common
Birds-foot trefoil, Ribwort Plantain, Cuckoo Flower, Salad Burnet and the notable
Tubular Water-dropwort.
Plan BTN1 shows the stockpile, in the Phase 1 area at the base of Brandshill
Grassland LWS, located immediately adjacent to Burrows Farm Grassland.
The impacts on this valuable damp/neutral grassland LWS have not been
assessed and must be considered fully before determining the application.
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5. Species
5.1 The MPA requests that compensatory bat foraging habitat area(s) is
identified
Bat foraging areas
The response in relation to the loss and replacement of bat foraging areas is
simplistic and its conclusions misleading. Specifically:


The bat surveys showed activity is very variable across the whole site and this
variability is not considered in sufficient detail. The applicant states (Appendix
1, p.7), for example, that there are hotspots around the river, but the surveys
do not show the majority of the river bank as a focus for activity. Indeed
the main activity near the river is on Barton Flash which is damp and scrubby
in parts, and this will be entirety lost. It should be noted that in the NCC
ecological report this area is reported as having considerable interest for
invertebrates, and therefore of considerable value to bats. Therefore, a
proposed 30m stand-off from the river will provide negligible mitigation.



The survey on 16/7/15 shows activity focused around the north-east area of
the site, particularly around the hedgerow where the conveyor passes through
and the eastern drainage ditch. There is also activity near the hedge adjacent
to the southern boundary Burrows Farm Grassland (LWS) where a stockpile
is now shown on the Revised Phasing and Site Layout Plan (BTN 1 Reg 25December 2018). This impact is significant because:
o As stated in the JNCC paper, ‘Habitat Management for Bats’, under
‘Some basic management principles’, the loss of suitable habitat can
have a direct effect on the number of bats that can survive in an area,
and is an important factor in the recent decline of bats. Under, ‘Avoid
fragmentation and isolation of habitats’, the document states that
‘Dividing habitats into smaller areas, or isolating them through loss of
connecting features such as hedgerows, may prevent them from being
used by some bats. Evidence suggests that gaps even as small as
10m can be a barrier to bats using hedgerows as a route to fly between
roosts and foraging areas. Clearly the loss of 1.63km of hedgerow,
even if phased, and 2.1ha of marshy grassland will affect
connectivity and flight paths along with the availability of suitable
foraging habitat. Furthermore, the loss of hedgerow at the base of
Brandshill Grassland to facilitate the passage of the conveyor and
access road could well prevent bats from using this important
hedgerow to fly between roosts/foraging areas.



The survey on 4/8/15 shows bat activity focused on the eastern side of the
site. Hotspots are along the eastern drain by Brandshill Wood, again along the
hedgerow at base of Brandshill Grassland, and around Mill Hill Spinney in the
vicinity of the proposed plant site. All these areas will be subject to habitat
loss/disturbance.
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The gas pipeline which runs across the centre of the site is away from trees,
hedgerows and damp areas. It is also a very exposed and windy area. This
means the proposed planted area is far less likely to attract midges and
mosquitoes or a substantial number of other invertebrates for foraging bats.
The majority of the species identified within the site, such as Brandt’s,
Daubenton’s, Natterer’s, Soprano Pipestrelle and Whiskered bats prefer damp
or wetter areas often close to vertical vegetation, such as woodland, trees and
hedgerows. The mitigation measures proposed are therefore unlikely to
provide suitable bat foraging habitat.



The applicant refers to planting a wider area of approximately 30m towards
the north eastern corner of the site. This appears to be a screening bund
between Brandshill Grassland and Burrows farm, which appears on BTN2
Revised Plan Area (Drawing No M13.217), screening bunds are labelled
storage bunds. It would appear that the storage bunds at the base of
Brandshill Grassland have been moved to the north eastern boundary of the
grassland under the guise of screening bunds and enhanced habitat for bats.
With regard to the latter there is already a hedgerow and a substantial number
of trees in this location, making any additional planting redundant and unlikely
to enhance existing habitat in terms of connectivity or foraging. The revised
operational plans in relation to these bunds are therefore misleading
and should be rejected.



We have argued above, in the context of biodiversity gain, that the success of
seeding of grassland is questionable, given the failure to address the impact
of high soil fertility and geese predation. The response is unclear as to
whether they will use seed or cut hay for the enhancement process or what
the combination the methods will be applied. The document also provide
scant information on how the enhancement will be achieved. Specifically:
o In the context of methods based on hay, the document lacks any detail
where it will be cut from, whether its volumes will be sufficient, and
whether the areas to be cut are appropriate in terms of the target
condition set for the enhancement. Existing scrub areas do not contain
a diverse array of valuable nectar bearing species and will be difficult to
access. The marshy areas will also prove difficult to access with
machinery and as it is likely to rut the area during cutting making it
difficult to harvest efficiently. Also such a cut on those areas to be
retained will have adverse impacts on the existing habitat through
compaction and rutting. In the context of taking hay from Brandshill
Grassland, it should be noted that the topography makes it difficult for
cutting and the current occupiers in any case use it for grazing. There
is not agreement in place to enable hay cutting to take place which
needs to be considered given the dependency of local equestrian
business on the area.

In the context of managing newly seeded areas the literature suggests that it takes
much longer than 6-8 months to establish. For example, Emorsgate Seeds advises
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that the meadow mixture for wetlands, EM8, (for which the NVC category MG4 has
informed its composition) must be regularly mown throughout the first year to control
annual weeds and help maintain the balance between faster growing grasses and
slower developing wild flowers. They go on to state that, “In the second and
subsequent years the best results are based around a main summer hay cut in
combination with autumn and possibly spring mowing or grazing”. Therefore such
areas need regular management and it takes a number of years for newly seeded
native wild flower areas to reach their full potential of floristic diversity. The challenge
will be especially difficult given the large goose and starling populations that use the
area. If bird scarers are used then this would significantly impact upon biodiversity
and amenity value of the area. The grassland enhancement and replacement
strategy for bat foraging habitat is therefore flawed.
5.2 The MPA requests an evaluation of the impacts of noise on roosting bats.
With regard to an evaluation of the impacts of noise on roosting bats we do not have
any comments because this requires specialist knowledge. However it is important
to highlight the following points in respect of the applicant's appraisal of the
site with regard to its potential for bat roosts.
The applicant's response makes the following statements at the end of the first
paragraph 1 and at the beginning of the second,
“All other trees on the site were not considered to offer any roosting potential
for bats.', and, 'It is possible that trees present in the surrounding area may
support roosting bats, however as these are outside of the site boundary,
these were not surveyed.”
It should be noted that paragraph 3.5 of the Bat Roost Survey Report, submitted in
August 2016, contradicts these statements and instead acknowledges that:
“There are a number of mature trees within the site (along the external
boundaries) that could be used by roosting bats.”
A close reading of this paragraph makes clear that these trees were not surveyed as
they were not considered to be under threat as a result of the proposals:
“It is our understanding that all mature trees are to be retained during the
proposed works, however this tree in particular may be impacted by the
proposals and therefore bat roost surveys have been undertaken on this tree.”
The tree they refer to is the Pedunculate Oak which was the only tree surveyed as it
was considered threatened. The report makes it clear that other trees on the site
boundaries, and therefore within the site (as stated in the Bat Roost Report), were
considered to offer roosting potential for bats which, as stated above, clearly
contradicts the statements made in the applicant's Reg 25 response.
Therefore there are a series of misleading statements made by the applicant.
Specifically, on page 8, section vi, of the Reg 25 response where it is stated that:
“It should be noted that no bat roosts were recorded during the surveys
completed in 2015”, and,
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“All other trees on the site were not considered to offer any roosting potential
for bats”
Even though the Roost Survey acknowledged that other trees within the site/on the
site boundaries could be used by roosting bats, only one tree was surveyed.
Furthermore, the Reg 25 response refers to the fact that bat roosts could be present
in Mill Hill Spinney and Brandshill Wood, but as these woodlands are considered to
be outside the application site they were not surveyed. However, as the edges of
these woodlands form parts of the northern and eastern boundaries of the
plant and processing site they should have been surveyed, particularly given
the potential impacts of noise and overnight lighting on roosting bats.
If the responses from the County Ecologist or NWT provide evidence which
underpins the adverse impacts of noise on roosting bats, then any trees
within, including the borders of, the extraction and plant site, which have the
potential for roosts, should be surveyed for roosts in order that an evaluation
of the impacts of noise can be assessed. Furthermore, any roost sites found in
Mill Hill Spinney should be assessed for impacts from the overnight lighting in
respect of the plant and processing site.
We believe that the impacts of noise on roosting bats cannot be determined on
the basis of current evidence, because a full bat roosting survey needs to
be completed. 5.3 The MPA requests the specific identification of
receptor locations and how they can replicate the conditions found in the
current areas used by the necklace ground beetles along with details of
how these areas will be created and maintained, noting that multiple
receptor locations are preferred in order to maximise the likelihood of
translocation being successful.
As we emphasised in our previous response, no successful translocation of this
species has been successful. The response provided gives little confidence that it
can be achieved in relation to this proposal. The current response is inadequate for
the following reasons:


In their response the applicant does not establish whether there are already
Necklace Ground Beetles in the proposed receptor areas as requested by the
council, and therefore little confidence can be attached to the claim that the
receptor areas are suitable.



There is great uncertainty about the proposals for the creation of suitable
habitat as stated in section above, given the potentially high soil fertility
(phosphorous) and its impact on the establishment of grassland in an
appropriate target condition.



The translocation area near the river bank floods most years and so the green
hay strategy for enhancement will be vulnerable, and even if grassland
establishment is successful the translocated population will be insecure
because the area has a high frequency of inundation.
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We made a number of points about the unsuitability of Brandshill Grassland
as a translocation site in our previous response, and our conclusion is that it is
unlikely to provide a refuge for this species, given the current proposals. As
the beetle cannot fly, the conveyor and access road would create significant
barriers to dispersal to the north, and in the east, the plant site would form a
barrier. The JNCC paper on UK Priority Species states ‘Habitat fragmentation
is one factor behind the decline’ of the beetle. Additionally, Brandshill
Grassland is grazed whereas the location of the current population is not. This
is significant because the Bug Life Species Management Sheet states that soil
disturbance should be avoided as this may damage the larvae. According to
present proposals, the only dispersal route from Brandshill Grassland would
be to the south along the base of Brandshill Wood where the wetter areas
would be a potential barrier, making it unsuitable for as a dispersal area.



The applicant has not established if the larvae which the beetles pry on is
present in the proposed translocation sites.



In paragraph 4, on page 11 of the response the applicant considers
alternative translocation sites, and refer to the intensively grazed grassland as
currently being unsuitable but that they will be planted with green hay. Given
our comments about the importance of low soil fertility for the success of
grassland restoration it will be these areas of intensive grazing which will be
the least likely to develop into suitable habitat as they will have been treated
with the most artificial fertiliser.

The current response should be rejected because the applicant has not developed a
clear plan to deliver a well-defined conservation benefit. They have not established
the presence of beetles in the receptor areas so we cannot be sure they are suitable.
Moreover, while they cite the importance of monitoring and the benefits of
translocation, there is no assessment of the resources needed to achieve success or
any commitment that they will be provided by London Rock. Nor is there any
statement about how progress can be audited.
In Appendix A (Page 11, para 4) it is stated that “Although translocations can never
be guaranteed to be successful, given the temporary loss of habitat at this site to
allow the development to take place, it is considered that the translocation of
C.monilis is the most appropriate solution to maintaining population numbers at the
site.” However, given the present plans it is clear that it will not be a temporary
loss of habitat as the particular location inhabited by the beetle will not fully be
replaced to duplicate the existing habitat. The current response is therefore
misleading and should be rejected.
The JNCC Paper on UK Priority species states that the reasons for the beetles
decline remains to be established. Until their biological and ecological
requirements are established efforts to translocate them will prove inherently
risky, and given there are no reports of successful translocation, and the lack
of compelling evidence provided by the applicant of likely success, we believe
the beetles should be left in situ.
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5.4 The MPA requests a quantitative assessment of barn owl hunting habitat
loss, and replacement areas and quality of hunting habitat, for each
phase of the development.
The present response is inadequate and should be rejected. Specifically:


The last Regulation 25 response from the Councils Ecology Officer asked for
this to all be carried out according to Shawyer (2011)6 but this has not been
done. The use of Shawyer was also requested by The Rushcliffe Barn Owl
Project.



The Ecology Officer also asked that the applicant obtain the location of barn
owl boxes and map them so appropriate buffers from disturbance could be put
in place and disturbing activities should not occur during breeding season,
and size of buffers be determined with reference to Shawyer. Again this has
not been done.



The Ecology Officer stated that in reference to Shawyer the applicant needed
to consider ‘the potential value of an area to barn owls in terms of prime
foraging habitat and dispersal habitat can be determined most reliably and
efficiently by identifying and recording type, size and distribution of grasslands
present’ and that, ‘grassland habitats should be systematically identified within
the study area in terms of their suitability as a feeding source.’ None of this
has been done according to Shawyer, particularly as they have not
mapped what they consider to be the barn owl hunting habitats to be
lost.



The lack of any consideration of whether the grassland areas is suitable for
enhancement given present soil fertility levels (see above) and the fact that it
takes several years for a grassland thatch to build up which is the habitat
needed by voles which is the barn owl’s primary prey species.



The lack of any consideration of the important secondary prey species such
as mice, shrews and rats which inhabit hedgerow habitat. The FWAG leaflet,
‘Technical Information for barn owls and Farms’ notes how hedgerow loss
reduces the numbers of these important secondary prey species. The text in
this section of the Ecology appendix does not highlight the importance of
hedgerows in this respect, the impact of the short term and long term loss of
1.63 km hedgerows will have on barn owl and whether the created habitat will
compensate for this. Furthermore, barn owl perch on both hedgerows and
fence posts to watch for their prey and local birdwatchers have reported

6

https://www.cieem.net/data/files/Resource_Library/Technical_Guidance_Series/SoSM/TGSSoSMBarn_Owl_Survey_Methodologyrevised2012.pdf
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observing barn owl within and adjacent to the site both perching on and
hunting along the hedgerows.


The last paragraph of the Ecology appendix states “Although throughout
phases 2, 3, 4 and 5, there will be more barn owl foraging habitat lost than
created, there will always be at least 15.29 hectares of habitat available for
foraging barn owls.” Presuming they can successfully create suitable habitat,
this would not be sufficient for two breeding pairs, which has occurred in
the past, with pairs in each box at either end of the site. Furthermore, in this
paragraph they assess the current extent of barn owl foraging habitat as 21.1
hectares but as pointed out earlier this assessment has not been carried using
clear and transparent methodology, nor has it been done according to
Shawyer (2011).



There is no statement about who will manage the site in perpetuity to ensure
the quality of the habitat for barn owls

Other Species
There needs to be careful consideration of the impacts of the proposed development
on badger populations in the area. See our confidential Appendix C1.
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6. Dust
Note: Paragraph numbers refer to Greenfield Associates summary document
(December 2018). Paragraph references in brackets e.g. (4.4.1) refer to Appendix B
Air Quality response from Vibrock
6.1. MPA requirement: The MPA requests an assessment of dust impact from
the proposed development on Lark Hill Retirement Village
a) Throughout the summary document comment and the Vibrock report reference is
made to that material has a low dust potential because of its “high moisture
content”.
However, the ‘Soil Handling & Soil Movement Scheme’ (January 2017) from
Greenfield Associate 2.4 stated that “Soils shall only be moved when they are in a
dry and friable condition” and that “soil moving should not take place until the soils
have sufficiently dried out”. This makes it clear that soils will NOT be moved
when they have a high moisture content and that they and the processed
mineral will only be moved when conditions are dry. As a result the dust risk
will be high.
This undermines many of the assumptions in terms of the dust potential of
materials transported around the site and their impact on the air quality on all
locations including Lark Hill Retirement Village.
b) In (6.1.5) the applicant notes that Lark Hill lies adjacent to the recently permitted
Fairham pastures development. And that “It is considered that this scheme will
have a far more significant impact on Lark Hill Village.” However, no evidence is
provided to support that statement and it also ignores the cumulative
impact of Fairham Pastures and dust from the processing plant
c) The Vibrock report claims to show that there is a “slight adverse impact” on Lark
Hill Retirement Village, however this takes no account of the health of those
living at Lark Hill of whom some 40% suffer from breathing related health
issues and to whom a slight adverse impact would actually put them at
potentially serious risk over the lifetime of the quarry.
The applicant has failed to accurately analyse and describe the impact on
Air Quality for Lark Hill residents and has provided inaccurate and
misleading data. The MPA should require the applicant to revise their
analysis or reject the proposal for failing to do so.
Other comments on Vibrock Air Quality Response (Appendix B) 20/12/18)
Section 2.0 Existing Environment
In (2.2.1) it is claimed that “we (the applicant / Vibrock) consider that this data is not
likely to be significantly affected by the site topography”. However, no evidence is
provided to support the claim and this does not meet the requirements of PPG
on Minerals (27-025-20140306) that:
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“The assessment should explain how topography may affect the emission and
dispersal of site dust, particularly the influence of areas of woodland,
downwind or adjacent to the site boundary, and of valley or hill formations in
altering local wind patterns.”
A resulting increase in wind speeds as a result of topographical effects such as
Brandshill towards the processing plant is well documented as we noted in 10.4
(page 58) of our original response (October 2017). The MPA should require
evidential analysis of the impact of topography as required by the PPG on
Minerals.
Paragraph (2.3.1) focuses purely on the nuisance of deposited dust and there is no
reference to the impact of air born dust notably on Lark Hill residents. It is noted that
“the point at which an individual makes a complaint regarding dust is highly
subjective”. Whilst this is true it equally means that some individuals, for example the
elderly and those with breathing difficulties, will be more susceptible than others.
Para (2.4) reviews Local Authority Air Quality Annual Status Reports and (2.5)
largely reviews studies related to open cast mining. It is by no means clear what
purpose these sections serve apart from appearing to ‘pad out’ and the flawed and
partial analysis. Of more relevance is Table 4, which identifies locations where Air
Quality has been measured. However, the applicant has not measured baseline
conditions at a further 11 receptor locations identified later in the report.
The PPG on Minerals (27-025-20140306) identifies the need to take account of
seasonal variations in dust levels.
“Existing ambient conditions should be recorded over a period sufficient to
identify seasonal variations in the range of existing conditions which naturally
exist”
The MPA should require baseline conditions to be established for all locations.
Including seasonal variations.
Section 3.0 Potential Emissions
This examines the potential emissions during extraction, movement and processing
of minerals.
In paragraphs of section (3.2), which deal with Soil Stripping it is claimed vaguely
that:
“Consideration will be given to the weather conditions before soil handling
activities are conducted when in close proximity to sensitive receptors”
This suggests that dry periods will somehow be avoided. However, as noted in the
comment (a) on 6.1 above, the ‘Soil Handling & Soil Movement Scheme’ (January
2017) from Greenfield Associate 2.4, stated that “Soils shall only be moved when
they are in a dry and friable condition” and that “soil moving should not take place
until the soils have sufficiently dried out”. The responses provided are clearly
inconsistent and misconceived. The only action proposed to minimise dust
generation is to have “minimum drop heights”, which is unlikely to have much
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impact and is unlikely to be enforced. The management strategy suggested
therefore should be rejected.
The section in paragraphs (3.7.3 – 3.7.5) on Site Preparation and Restoration also
refers to “mineral with high moisture content” whereas the material to be transported
at that stage will be soil in a dry condition as described above.
Section (3.3) Mineral Extraction and Transportation Operations
Paragraph (3.3.2) states that the sand and gravel to be taken from the extraction
areas will have a relatively high moisture content. However, the soil stripping stage
(see 3.2 above) will only take place when the soil is dry. As the applicant has
claimed that the quarrying activities as a whole will be undertaken in campaign
periods of short duration, it follows that the mineral would be extracted in the same
dry conditions as the over-burden. Note that in addition the 24/7 dewatering activity
is planned to remove yet further moisture. It therefore appears misleading to
claim that at this stage and all subsequent stages that the mineral will have a
high moisture content. The plan should therefore be rejected.
Paragraph (3.3.3) states that the speed limit will be 15mph, but the previous report
from Vibrock stated that it would be 10mph, suggesting that the approach to dust
mitigation is confused and inconsistent
Section (3.4) Mineral Processing Plant
The same misleading claims are made (3.4.4) regarding the high moisture content of
the mineral.
Mineral will be stockpiled (para 3.4.2) and the need to shield it from the prevailing
wind (towards Lark Hill) is noted. It is claimed that “water will be used throughout the
process to minimise dust emissions”. However, the uncovered stockpiles will clearly
be present during times at night and at weekends, when the plant is unmanned and
water will not be used to maintain the claimed conditions; this makes the claim highly
misleading and the strategy is unlikely to be enforced.
Section (3.6) Restoration Activities
The same dry soil referred to in (3.2, above) will be used in this process. It is also
noted that (3.6.1) refers to ‘a potential marina development” which is not shown on
the current plans. This suggest that there is either a lack of transparency on the part
of the applicant, or poor communication as to the actual nature of the scheme which
must impact on the quality and credibility of any conclusion that the applicant seeks
to make..
Taking in to account the issues above, the resulting ‘Residual Source
Emission Classifications’ in Table 5 are misleading and call in to question the
conclusions on the impact of the development in terms of Air Quality. The
MPA should require the analysis to be revised further or the proposal rejected
in its entirety.
Section (4.0) Climactic Conditions
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Section (4.4) does not establish why data has been used from Watnall rather than
the closer Sutton Bonnington station. Data from the latter source shows that there
are a greater number of drier days than have been reported in the analysis provided,
as we pointed out in our original response 10.2 (page 57) October 2017. This would
increase the likely dust risk, and suggests that the applicants have sought to
minimise the suggested impacts.
Overall, the analysis provided seeks to show that dust emissions are worst on dry
and windy days. However, as has been noted above, activities such as soil stripping
and restoration will only take place on dry days, and when soils are at their driest
and mineral extraction will only take place in ‘campaigns’ to coincide with that time.
Therefore quarrying activities will only take place when the potential for dust
emissions is at its worst. The response is therefore misleading and
inconsistent and should be rejected.
Sections (5.0) Discussion, (6.0) PM10 Assessment, and (7.0) Dust Management
Table 12 in Vibrock’s Air Quality Response indicates that the ‘Pathway Effectiveness’
(receptor distance and frequency of winds) means that 75% (12 out of 16) locations
are ‘Moderately’ or ‘Highly Effective’, i.e. susceptible to dust. Data on the Residual
Source Emissions’ (Table 13) has been shown above to be misleading and to
underestimate the potential for dust emissions suggesting that the ‘Magnitude of
Dust Effect’ (Table 16) is also underestimated.
Even a ‘Slight Adverse Effect’ on the receptor at Lark Hill (Table 16) combined with
dust emissions from other developments in the area e.g. Fairham Pastures would
have a significant impact. The conclusions and Discussion (5.0) fail to
differentiate between impacts on natural / inanimate receptors like Brandshill
Woods and locations where human receptors are impacted such as Lark Hill.
In addition, (Table 19) fails to differentiate between residential (and human)
receptors which are particularly sensitive, such as Lark Hill Retirement Village as a
result of the existing health status of residents.
The applicant’s proposals and information contained in their paid for consultants’
report provide insufficient and inaccurate information in respect of dust and its impact
on sensitive receptors such as Lark Hill Retirement Village. We consider it
unacceptable for the applicant and their consultant to repeat the previous errors, and
further compound them with additional misleading and inaccurate information in their
latest report. We ask that the MPA take full account of the failure of the
applicant to respond properly to the Regulation 25 process in determining this
planning application.
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7. Noise
Note: Paragraph numbers refer to Greenfield Associates summary document.
Paragraph references in brackets e.g. (4.4.1) refer to Appendix C on Noise from
Vibrock
7.1. The MPA requests a map setting out the exact location of each of the
baseline noise monitoring locations.
The applicant has provided estimates of predicted ‘Worst Case’ site noise levels
(5.1.11). However, there has been no attempt to establish actual baseline monitoring
data at sensitive receptors at Lark Hill Village, Trentside Chalets (The Creek) or
Fairham Pastures. Instead these are misleadingly classed as ‘Assessment
Locations’’ in (Figure 2). As a result the same background level noise levels are
simply assumed for Lark Hill as Todd Close (which is next to the new A453) and for
Trentside Chalets as The Strand (which is closer to the main residential area). PPGMinerals recommends a noise limit at noise sensitive property that does not exceed
the background level by more than 10dB (A). It is likely these levels will be exceeded
in these locations.
The applicant should be required to produce actual base line data for
background noise for each of the designated locations.
7.2 The MPA requests that the noise calculations are undertaken again using
a 100% on-time for the Field Hopper Conveyor Drive Unit, the Field
Conveyor Rollers and the Feed Hopper. Alternatively, a satisfactory
justification for the use of a 75% activity on-time should be provided.
The applicant claims vaguely that mitigation measures conveyor hopper and drive
unit will reduce noise “to within the region of 55dB(A)” 13dB(A) below previously
predicted levels of 67dB (A). However, the Vibrock report (4.3.3) notes that
according to BS5228 a barrier attenuation of 10dB (A) is only possible when the
noise screen “completely hides the source from the receiver”. In this case the noise
source will have no screening and is only being relocated marginally further away.
The applicant’s claims regarding the impact of mitigation lack credibility and
the MPA should require robust evidence to justify the claims.
7.3 The MPA requests the detailed breakdown of the calculations of predicted
noise levels for each receptor detailed in tables 5.2.2, 5.3.2, 5.3.4 and 5.3.7
of the noise assessment as well as for ecological receptors detailed in
sections detailed in tables 5.2.2, 5.3.2, 5.3.4 and 5.3.7 of the noise
assessment as well as for ecological receptors detailed in sections 7.3 7.7 of the report. The information should make clear what assumptions
have been made with regard to how the restoration works would be
phased with the extraction phases.
The applicant refers the MPA to Tables 1 to 7 of the Noise Assessment
included as Appendix C. However these calculations are grossly inadequate.
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As we have pointed out in or comment 7.1 above, the applicant has not established
base line data for key noise sensitive locations at Lark Hill Village, the Creek and
Fairham / Clifton Pastures.
There are significant and frequent errors in the calculation of data. To give just
3 examples:
i)

The noise impact on Lark Hill Village (Table 3b) is based on plant at the
processing area being at a distance variously of 350m and 480m, whereas the
MPA states correctly in the Regulation 25 request for information (8/11/18) that
Lark Hill Village is “within 250m “of the processing plant.

ii)

With regard to Burrows Farm (Table 3h) there is no reference to noise from any
plant passing within 50m of the farm on the Access Route. However, it is noted
in (Table 2) that Dump Trucks are used for “3 movements per hour (Access
Road)”.

iii)

The distances between individual items of plant and sensitive receptors is
inconsistent e.g. the wheel wash is shown as 110m closer to Todd Close and
130m closer to Lark Hill than the diesel generator, despite Lark Hill Village
being closer to the site as shown in the applicant’s (Figure 2).

The applicant should be required to rework the noise impact calculations
taking account of the points above.
The applicant should be required to provide 3D ground modelling to take
account of the particular geographical features of this location. This is
particularly required since the existing model claims a reduction in noise
impact of 10dB where “a noise screen completely hides the source from the
receiver”. This would not be the case where the sound is reflected back off a
hill in the opposite direction and then towards the receiver.
MPA should require a noise contour plan to be produced in line with
comments from Natural England and Notts Wildlife Trust particularly in
regards to the impact on Attenborough SSSI.
7.4 For completeness, the noise calculations should include all plant defined
in paragraph 6.1 (mineral extraction plant) of the supporting statement
The original application made reference to a concrete batching plant. The original
Scoping Report (Page 10) required a noise assessment for a “proposed concrete
batching plant which is not a typical piece of plant of a sand and gravel quarry”.
The applicant should be required to provide the appropriate noise assessment
or confirm that a concrete batching plant is no longer part of the scheme.
7.5 Any of this plant/machinery is not deemed to contribute to the operational
noise levels, then a justification should be provided including typical
noise data from such plant/machinery
No further comment
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Other comments on Vibrock Noise Assessment (20/1/18)
a) Public Open Space (5.2)
The applicant confirms that the predicted noise levels for Attenborough Nature
Reserve SSSI are Short Term 59dB and Normal 55dB. These exceed the level
proposed by Natural England of 42dB by a considerable margin. The applicant
should be required to produce actual base line data for background noise to
meet the MPA stated requirement.
MPA should note the fact that noise levels for Attenborough SSSI are
considerably above those proposed by Natural England.
b) Ecological receptors (5.4)
The applicant acknowledges (5.4.5) that the target level of 55dB for Attenborough
SSSI and Brandshill will be exceeded. The mitigation measures (5.4.6) are complex
and likely to be unenforceable and it has not been made clear how they will be
enforced. MPA should note that target level noise levels will be exceeded in
these highly sensitive area.
c) Cumulative Impact (6.0)
The applicant has provided no data to support their bland assertion that “potential
cumulative impacts are not likely to be significant”, particularly in relation to sensitive
receptors such as Lark Hill Village. MPA should require the applicant to provide a
detailed analysis of cumulative impacts.
d) Recommendations (7.0)
Noise limits (7.1 – 7.1.4)
The applicant has proposed noise limits for various locations (7.1) “based on
background sound level data obtained during the baseline noise survey”. As we
have noted in 8.2 above no baseline survey has been undertaken in relation to
Trentside Chalets, Fairham Pastures and Lark Hill Village and the proposed
limits cannot be determined as correct.
MPA should require baseline survey data to be established for all specified
locations.
Compliance Monitoring (7.1.5) & Additional Mitigation Measures (7.2)
It is proposed (7.1.6) to set out an “an appropriate noise monitoring scheme” at some
unspecified time. The current text (7.2) provides a ‘wish list’ of measures that the
applicant claims could “form the basis of a noise control and management plan’.
However, without a clear statement of how these measures will be monitored and
policed they are no more than window dressing and lack credibility. NCC should
require both the ‘Compliance Monitoring scheme’ and the ‘noise control and
management plan’ to be properly detailed before any application is considered
especially in the light of the complex mitigation measures identified in (5.4.6)
and (7.2)
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Other Matters (relating to previous Regulation 25 responses)
In the latest Noise Report from Vibrock (0/1/18) the applicant has still failed to
address the points we raised in regard to their responses to the previous Regulation
25 Request for Information by NCC as detailed below (December 2017). Paragraph
references in brackets e.g. (4.4.1) refer to the latest Appendix C on Noise from
Vibrock (20th December 2018)
1. MPA Requirement: It is noted that background noise monitoring has been
undertaken between 10.00 and 14.00. However, operations would occur
between 07.00 and 19.00. Justification is sought for the background noise
monitoring period that have been used.
The applicant refers the MPA to Figure 1 and Figure 2. The justification provided for
the noise assessment period (10.00 – 14.00) is inadequate and continues to fail to
cover the crucial early morning and evening period when current background noise
levels are likely to be lower. There has been no assessment of the background noise
at weekends, when the argument regarding morning rush hour periods does not
apply.
There is an assumption made by the applicant, for which no evidence is provided,
that the main impact on background noise levels is road traffic. This might be the
case in an urban location, but in a rural location the main source of noise is more
likely to be farm traffic, and livestock and is likely to be higher during the middle of
the day. The applicant should still be required to provide assessment which
covers the full period of operations weekday (07.00 to 19.00) and for
weekends.
2. MPA requirement: The modelling which has been used to achieve the
predicted noise at each of the sensitive receptors (including the boathouse /
lodges – The Creek, Burrows Farm) should be submitted. If this is not
possible, justification should be provided.
See also comment in 7.1 above. As our original submission showed the noise
projections for what are termed ‘boat houses / lodges’ (actually The Creek, Burrows
Farm and permanently occupied house boats) to the north of the site are based on
The Strand which is at least 750 metres further away from Phase 5 of the site and
over the other side of the Trent. The boat houses and lodges are a separate and
quite densely populated community living very close to the site. There has been no
attempt to justify the failure to properly evaluate the noise impact on these properties
relative to the actual background noise. NCC should require a proper analysis of
the noise impact and levels of existing background noise on these properties.
3. MPA requirement: Comment should be provided on the following anomalies
in the Noise Assessment’s consideration of noise impacts on ecological sites:
a)

Why have noise levels on Holme Pit from Phase 2 been used, when this
is the furthest extraction Phase? Please provide predicted noise at
Holme Pit and the ongoing stockpile operations.
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b)

Please provide predicted noise levels for Brandshill Wood for the
operations during Phase 3

c)

Comment is requested as to why the predicted noise levels at Clifton
Wood is higher than Burrows Farm, when Burrows Farm is closer

d)

Comment is requested as to why Brandshill Wood (68dB) and Fabis
barn (50dB) have substantially different predicted noise levels given
the similar distance of these receptors from the measured noise
source. It is noted that the noise experienced at Brandshill Wood is
from activity in Phase 1 rather than Phase 3.

In relation to point b), the applicant states that as Phases 1 and 3 are adjacent to
each other” no additional noise work was considered necessary”. Phase 3 however
is the only phase directly opposite Brandshill Wood and the applicant should
be required to provide predicted noise levels as requested by the MPA. Given
that the predicted noise levels quoted by the applicant at Brandshill Wood are 68dB
from Phase I (see (d) above) the predicted noise level from Phase 3 can be
expected to significantly higher than that level. (5.4.4) already predicts noise levels of
63dB from short term and long term operations well above the target level of 55dB.
In relation to point c) the applicant claims that the reason that predicted noise levels
are higher at Clifton Wood than Burrows Farm which is closer, is a result of bunding.
However, tables 3h and 4d in Appendix R4 show identical Soft Ground and
Screening corrections. The applicant’s assertion is not supported by their own
evidence. The applicant should be required to account for the discrepancy.
In relation to point d) the applicant claims that the lower predicted noise of 18dB at
Fabis Barn compared to Brandshill Wood is accounted for by the fact that Fabis Barn
is 100m further away from the noise source. The applicant’s assertion lacks
credibility. Appendix 4 (4.3.3) notes that a barrier attenuation of only 10dB(A)
can be claimed if the noise screen completely hides the source. A claim of
18dB (A) resulting from a distance of 100m with no screening is not credible
and the applicant should provide a full analysis to justify their readings.
4. MPA requirement: It has been drawn to the MPAs attention that there are
discrepancies in plant and equipment sound power levels and ‘on time’
between the submitted noise report and another report provided by Whitwell
Quarry in Derbyshire. Comment on these differences is requested.
The applicant claims that the different sound levels quoted for plant in relation to this
quarry and of that for the Whitwell Quarry is accounted for by the different materials
being excavated. (4.4.3) refers to Annex C of BS 5228 which presents standard
sound level data on specific items of equipment. The applicant has provided no
evidence to support their claims in terms of specific equipment and how these
might differ, beyond a general assertion. The applicant should be required to
provide specific data as evidence to support their claim.
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5. MPA requirement: Please provide comment on whether a suitable 3D ground
model has been used in the noise modelling exercise and whether this
accounts for noise reflection (e.g. from Brandshill and Mill Hill)
The applicant claims that the noise prediction carried out by their paid for consultants
Vibrock assesses “predicted noise levels (including reflection of sound)”. It does not.
The prediction only takes account of 3 factors a) the distance from the noise
source, b) the ‘Screening Correction’, and c) the ’Soft Ground’ correction. This
is confirmed in (4.3.5).
The applicant should be required to provide 3D ground modelling to take
account of the particular geographical features of this location. This is
particularly required since the existing model claims a reduction in noise
impact of 10dB where “a noise screen completely hides the source from the
receiver”. This would not be the case where the sound is reflected back off a
hill in the opposite direction and then towards the receiver.
MPA should require a noise contour plan to be produced in line with
comments from Natural England and Notts Wildlife Trust particularly in
regards to the impact on Attenborough SSSI.
6. MPA requirement: The predicted noise level for all sensitive receptors
including (including the boathouses / lodges – The Creek, Burrows Farm) from
night time dewatering activities should be provided.
No explanation has been provided by the applicant or the consultant Vibrock as to
why no reference was previously made to this very significant and sensitive noise
source operating potentially 24 hours a day was omitted from the application, despite
a specific requirement in NCC’s Scoping Opinion. It was previously claimed that: a)
pumps will be located 200m away from noise sensitive receptors, and b) if closer,
then some form of additional silencing will be used. If the dewatering pumps are
located further from human noise receptors, it follows that the pumps will be closer to
wildlife receptors and that the impact on them will be greater.
The calculations (5.1.9 – 5.1.12) now claim that pumping equipment will be screened
as a result of being located in the excavation area and the model has therefore
assumed that noise will be reduced by 10dB. The equipment would be located on
the surface as excavation starts and also after any flood event which would fill the
void. The claim that the equipment would be located 200m away from receptors has
now been dropped and the “localised screening” changed to a claim that equipment
will be screened by operating in the excavation area. This suggests that the
applicant and Vibrock have effectively been ‘making it up as they go along’ in order
to hide the noise impact of dewatering equipment. The applicant should be
required to re-calculate the predicted noise levels assuming that pumps will
operate on the surface for extended periods and provide justification as to why
dewatering pumps were at first not referenced and for the subsequent
changes in claims regarding location and distance from receptors.
Summary
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It is apparent from the above that the applicant has provided:





Misleading information 7.1 and 7.2
Inaccurate data 7.3
Incomplete information 7.4
‘Other matters’: misleading, inaccurate and incomplete information

In addition, (as we highlight under ‘Other Matters’ above) the applicant has in
the latest report from Vibrock Appendix C (20/1/18) failed to address the issues
and errors apparent in the previous report from Vibrock in relation to the first
Regulation 25 Request for Information response.
It is simply unacceptable for the applicant and their paid for consultant simply
to repeat the previous errors and further compound them with additional
misleading and inaccurate information in their latest report. We ask that NCC
take full account of the failure of the applicant to respond properly to the
Regulation 25 process in determining this planning application.
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8. Archaeology
We have no specific comments on archaeology, although this overlaps considerably
in terms of our comments on heritage.
The high historic value of Mill Hill should be noted (see Section 9, below).
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9. Heritage
9.1 It is not considered that the heritage statement submitted sufficiently
assesses the impact on the historic value of the landscape and the
setting it provides the heritage assets referred to above. Neither does the
statement adequately describe/detail the public benefits of the proposal.
The applicant’s response states (Para 9.1.1) ‘the EIA submission in September 2017
did consider the historic value of the landscape and heritage assets, mainly
associated with Clifton Hall.’ Importantly, the first part of the Council’s question asks
that they assess the impacts on not just the historic value of the landscape but also
the setting it provides the heritage assets. The applicant has still failed to assess
the historical, social and economic connections between the application site
and Clifton Hall and the way in which these are important to both the setting
and historic significance of the Hall and its Registered Park and Gardens and
the Clifton Village Conservation Area which includes these Grade I and II
registered heritage assets.
The applicant refers (Para 9.1.2) to how views of the assets will include the quarry
workings at Attenborough, inferring that this justifies views of the proposed quarry
workings. The fact that certain views may take in the Attenborough quarry workings
has been indirectly addressed in the Cumulative Impacts on Landscape response,
and in this regard Nancy Ashbridge wrote:‘The area also provides the setting for Clifton Hall and the registered Park and
Garden – the permanent change in character from the original pastoral setting
to an area of open water and wetland habitats, together with the already
altered landscape within the nature reserve to the west, would detract from
the setting of the Hall.’
This statement clearly acknowledges that the application site, together with
Attenborough Nature Reserve, would have an adverse impact on the heritage assets
as it would detract from their original pastoral setting. It is unprofessional and misjudged to infer that one adverse impact justifies another when there is Planning
Policy Guidance, (para 013) relating to cumulative change which states: “When
assessing any application for development which may affect the setting of a heritage
asset, local planning authorities may need to consider the implications of cumulative
change.”
Furthermore, views of the heritage assets from the banks of the Trent, whether from
Beeston or Attenborough or within the application site, would entail the viewer having
their back to the Nature Reserve and therefore the quarry workings at Attenborough
would not form part of the view.
The applicant states (para 9.1.3) there are no direct or indirect views of the
extraction site from the Conservation Area. The applicant has failed to recognise that
Clifton Wood is part of the Conservation Area and also forms a substantial element
of the Registered Park and Gardens. In the winter, the application site can be seen
from the upper plateau of Clifton Wood and in the summer glimpses of the site can
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be seen through the foliage of the trees. Jason Mordan’s heritage response
specifically commented on views from the woodland:
‘Reference to a wilderness and presence of a banqueting hall indicate that the
woodland was carefully managed as part of the design landscape that
included a focus on the extensive views west and south along and across the
Trent Valley.’
‘We must consider that the original intention for vistas from within the
registered parkland is attainable and contributes to the setting of the present
parkland.’
Our knowledge of the woodland confirms that clear views of the site would be
attainable with the selective pruning and possible felling of very few trees.
Importantly, Mr Mordan’s report notes that, ‘The boundary of the conservation area
follows the edge of the designated parkland and as such the impacts on the parkland
are also impacts on the setting of the conservation area.’ And, ‘The impacts on the
parkland are also impacts on the setting of Clifton Hall.’ Therefore, any impacts on
views from the parkland element of Clifton Hall are also impacts on the setting
and significance of both the conservation area and Clifton Hall, which is also
part of the conservation area.
The applicant further states that there are no direct or indirect views of the
processing plant from the conservation area and further states that the extension to
the housing estate to the east of the wood, (Clifton West) has been passed. As
stated above, the conservation area includes Clifton Wood and at the time of writing
this response, outline planning permission has not been formally granted as the
application has been subject to re-consultation as a departure application and no
formal decision has been made. Moreover, should the application for outline
planning be passed, the detailed permission will be subject to rigorous scrutiny with
regard to mitigating impacts on the heritage assets. Until the finalised layout of the
site is determined it is not known what affect this might have on views from the
Clifton Wood element of the conservation area. As the applicant has not provided
photographs of current views from the south east corner of Clifton Wood
looking toward Mill Hill Spinney which incorporate the highest structures
associated with the processing plant superimposed to scale, then the impact
of any structures cannot be assessed.
We emphasise that there is a public footpath (City Council Footpath No 102)
adjacent to the southern boundary of the Clifton West development which leads to
the southern entrance of Clifton Wood, and on this path, at a spot close to the
eastern boundary of the wood, there is a clear view of Brandshill Grassland and Mill
Hill Spinney. (See photographs 4 & 5). This view from the footpath will not be
impeded by the Clifton West development but the currently tranquil vista of
Brandshill Grassland, which was the former common pasture owned and managed
by Clifton Hall and known locally as Cottagers’ Hills, will be adversely impacted by
the access ‘track’/haul road and conveyor belt. At this point on the public path, the
view of Brandshill Grassland makes a positive contribution to the experience of
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approaching the entrance to the upper plateau of the registered parkland of Clifton
Wood. It is a well-used path which links into several public paths, including Fox
Covert Lane, and to a path within Clifton Wood (RPG) itself, which in turn links to
bridleway number 3 at the base of Brandshill Grassland, and also to the bridleway
which starts/ends at Clifton Village on Yew Tree Lane.
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Photo 4: Picture
taken with no zoom
from City Council
Footpath 102
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taken with zoom
from the same
location, City
Council Footpath,
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When approaching from the south along Bridleway 3, walkers can take a route up
through the wood/parkland to where it becomes a high plateau on its eastern
boundary. The exit from the wood then links to the path on the southern boundary of
the proposed Clifton West site and within a few metres of the woodland is the
expansive vista of Brandshill Grassland/Cottagers’ Hills. Users of the path can then
head toward Clifton Village on the Yew Tree Lane Bridleway. A very short walk from
the bridleway then leads to the entrance to Holgate and the Clifton Village car park,
where visitors can enjoy a stunning view of the Hall and St. Mary’s church (Grade I
listed) and the other listed buildings in this part of the conservation area.
The experience of this walk, which takes in views of all the registered heritage assets
associated with the historic estate, would be adversely impacted along Bridleway 3
by the sight and sound of the extraction site, conveyor and access track, and then
experiencing this affront to the senses once more when emerging from Clifton Wood
and taking in the above mentioned view of the access road and conveyor running up
the slope of Brandshill Grassland. Furthermore, it has been confirmed in the letter to
the Council from Historic England, dated 16th February 2018, that this former
common grazing pasture, along with the entire application site, is important to the
historic significance of the heritage assets due to the setting relationship and historic
estate links.
In Paragraph 9.1.4 the applicant refers to the distance between Clifton Hall and
Phases 1 and 5 of the extraction area. The distances quoted are irrelevant as
Planning Policy Guidance defines setting as, ‘the surroundings in which an asset is
experienced, and may therefore be more extensive than its curtilage.’ The guidance
also refers to the way in which we experience an asset in its setting is also
influenced by our understanding of the historic relationship between places. It has
been established by the Parish Council’s Heritage Assessment that there is both a
historic and setting relationship between the application site and Clifton Hall and
importantly, this has also been confirmed by both the County Council’s Heritage
Officer and Historic England.
The applicant refers (Para 9.1.5) to various natural and man-made structures which
impede the view from Clifton Hall to the processing plant. However, as we have
stated above, views are not the only factor to be taken into consideration when
assessing the contribution the site makes to the setting and historic significance of
the Hall. Importantly the National Planning Policy Guidance contains a statement
about setting which is very relevant here and this is also referred to in Historic
England’s Good Practice Advice Note 3, The Setting of Heritage Assets:
‘The extent and importance of setting is often expressed by reference to
visual considerations. Although views of or from an asset will play an
important part, the way in which we experience an asset in its setting is also
influenced by other environmental factors such as noise dust and vibration
from other land uses in the vicinity, and by our understanding of the historic
relationship between places.’
The applicant concedes (Para 9.1.6) that consideration of setting and the potential of
development to affect it should not be confined to views, and that other factors
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should be considered, such as historic associations. In this regard the applicant’s
response cites the recent Court of Appeal judgement in relation to Kedlestone Hall.
In this case the development site was not visible from the Hall, nor was the Hall
visible from the site, but the land contained within the site had historical, social and
economic connections with the Hall. Therefore there are very clear similarities
between the Kedlestone Hall case and this application. The case underlined that the
NPPF, PPG and Historic England’s Advice Note 3: The Setting of Heritage Assets,
all support a broad meaning of setting and that a physical or visual connection is not
determinative in respect of the setting of heritage assets. The case also confirmed
that the definition of setting could include reference to non-visual attributes such as
land use or the historic relationships between places such as those referenced in
Historic England’s Advice Note 3.
The applicant states that (Para 9.1.7 “The association between Clifton Hall and the
surrounding area has been addressed within the existing Heritage Assessment
included within the EIA supporting the planning application.” It has been noted by the
Parish Council that the content of section 3 of the Heritage Assessment, ‘Historic
development of Barton in Fabis,’ bears a striking similarity to the Parish Council’s
own document, ‘A Visitors Guide to Barton in Fabis’, which has been available to
read on the internet for the last 12 or more years. Included in Section 3 are
references to the Manor of Barton merging with Clifton Estate, ‘the seat of which was
the imposing Clifton Hall to the northeast of the village’, and how much of the
landscape surrounding the village was set over to common land, including ‘land at
the end of Chestnut Lane in the village and land surrounding Brandshill Wood’. Page
6 of ‘The Visitor’s Guide to Barton in Fabis’ particularly refers to the social
connection between the Clifton family and their tenants at Barton in respect of the
seasonal events and parties which were held at the Hall for the villagers of Barton,
but this has not been referred to in the applicant’s Heritage Assessment.
It is clear therefore to anyone who has read ‘The Visitor’s Guide’ that there were
historical, social and economic connections between Clifton Hall and Barton in Fabis,
and that all the land in the Manor of Barton belonged to the Clifton Estate, including
the land within the application site. As there was reference to this fact in the
applicant’s Built Heritage Statement we believe the applicant was aware of the
historic landscape connection between the site and the Hall. Also, since the Heritage
Statement was submitted, the council has published the responses from various
officers and Historic England to the applicant’s Built Heritage Statement on the
application website, which have affirmed the historic connections between Clifton
Hall and the application site and which are available for the applicant’s heritage
consultants to read. The applicant has chosen to underplay the historical, social
and economic connections between the Hall and the site in order to negate the
adverse impacts of gravel extraction on the historic value of the landscape and
the setting it provides to the designated heritage assets of Clifton Hall and the
Registered Park and Gardens.
The applicant states (Para 9.1.8) that there will be no heritage impact on Clifton Hall
and its associated heritage assets due to the distance between the Hall and the site,
the lack of a direct or indirect visual link and lack of any obvious heritage link
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between the site and Clifton Hall. The first point concerning distance has been
addressed above, as has the matter of visual links and setting. With regard to the
lack of any ‘obvious heritage link’ we are unsure what exactly they mean by this
comment. As referred to above, the authors of the applicant’s Built Heritage
Statement appeared to make a heritage link between the site and Clifton Hall from
reading our ‘Visitor’s Guide to Barton’. We would also make the following points with
regard to this comment:






Jason Mordan’s response to the Parish Council’s Historic Environment
Assessment welcomed this document and stated that, ‘the additional
information provided has drawn my attention to the levels of appreciation and
understanding of the setting of the parkland, Clifton Hall and the two villages
and conservation area that currently exists.’ An understanding of the history of
Barton and Clifton makes the link between the application site and the Hall
obvious.
Furthermore, the history of Barton and its parish land, including its historic
connection to the Hall, is widely available on the internet, in the Local History
Hub in the converted red phone box and via leaflets from a publicly accessible
dispenser.
Furthermore, a local history folder which details the ‘Clifton Connection’ is
always on display in the church during the annual Flower Festival in July,
which attracts hundreds of visitors each year from Nottinghamshire
Derbyshire, Leicestershire and Yorkshire.

Therefore the many people visiting or passing through Barton, such as walkers,
cyclists and horse riders, as well as local residents, are aware of the heritage link.
In relation to the text provided by the applicant in paras 9.1.9 through to 9.1.12, it
should be noted that with regard to the public benefits, the applicant’s response
confines these to the public benefits of mineral extraction and does not refer to any
public benefits with regard to the historic environment. Although the text states that,
‘it is a requirement of the NPPF that all development is “sustainable”, where the
economic, social and environmental impacts and benefits are assessed.’ The
response provided is limited in its scope and understanding of what this entails.
With regard to sustainable development and the historic environment, NPPF, para 8
states:
Achieving sustainable development means that the planning system has three
overarching objectives, which are interdependent and need to be pursued in
mutually supportive ways (so that opportunities can be taken to secure net
gains across each of the different objectives):
In relation to securing an environmental objective it adds (point c)) that these can:
… contribute to protecting and enhancing our natural, built and historic
environment; including making effective use of land, helping to improve
biodiversity, using natural resources prudently, minimising waste and
pollution, and mitigating and adapting to climate change, including moving to
a low carbon economy.
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Although paragraph 9.1.10 states ‘It can be shown that the final restoration of the
proposed mineral development shows an overall “net gain” in habitat terms, thus
confirming the long term restoration benefits of the proposed quarry development’.
We have shown that this is not the case (Section 2). Moreover, in the context
specifically of heritage, the response fails to address how the proposal will protect
and enhance the historic environment and fails to identify any public benefits in this
regard. The response merely focuses on one aspect of the environmental
objective, namely biodiversity, and by alleging a net gain, has used this to
justify meeting the environmental objective.
The impacts of the final restoration scheme on the existing pastoral landscape
character, which provides the setting to the designated heritage assets and
importantly, enhances the historic significance of Clifton Hall, has been well
documented in our ‘Assessment of the Historic Environment of the Application
Site’. The permanent impact on the physical landscape which, as shown in our
Assessment, reflects the historic setting of Clifton Hall, is assessed by Nancy
Ashbridge to be ‘major adverse’.
Our Assessment has been read by Historic England who affirmed it to be, ‘a sound
piece of work that demonstrates a positive historic landscape relationship.’ They also
stated that, ‘As such the impact of the quarry can reasonably be regarded as harmful
to the significance of the above designated assets through the loss to the character
of their historic landscape context.’ Clearly, a biodiversity led wetland restoration
scheme will result in permanent harm to the setting and significance of the assets
and will not protect or enhance the historic environment. Therefore, in this respect,
the proposed quarry cannot be considered sustainable development as it does not
comply with paragraph 8c of the NPPF’s requirements for achieving sustainable
development.
The City Council’s Heritage Officer, Mr Tom Street, has also stated that the ‘long
term impact on views of the escarpment will be significant and permanent,’ and that
the restoration scheme, ‘will fundamentally change the historic character of this
sensitive location’. For these and other reasons quoted in his response, Mr
Street has recommended that planning permission is refused.
We believe that the evidence presented both in this response, and in their
‘Assessment of the Historic of Environment of the Application Site’, shows that the
proposal for gravel extraction will have an unacceptable adverse impact on the
setting and historic significance of Clifton Hall and its Registered Park and Gardens,
and will fail to preserve and enhance the character and appearance of the Clifton
Village Conservation Area, the boundary of which includes these nationally important
designated heritage assets. It should also be noted that the cumulative effect of
multiple impacts on the historic environment and the significance of the heritage
assets needs to be taken into account with regard to the workings at Attenborough,
the proposed Clifton West housing development and the Fairham Pastures Urban
Extension.
The MPA requested that the applicant revisited the Heritage Assessment to
appropriately assess the impact on the heritage assets, but, as shown above, the
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applicant’s response still fails in this regard. The MPA also requested that the public
benefits of the scheme are made explicit but the only public benefit cited is the
production of sand and gravel. The applicant’s response has made no cohesive
argument proving that the public benefits of gravel extraction at this site outweigh the
harmful impacts to the setting and significance of the heritage assets through the
loss of their historic landscape context. A generic public benefit that may be
assumed from sand and gravel extraction cannot be applied to this specific site
without clear evidence that there are no alternative sites. Furthermore, the most
recent version of the draft MLP’s Local Aggregate Assessment does not indicate an
immediate and pressing short term need for gravel extraction in this area as it shows
a land-bank of 10.29 years, which is in excess of the 7 year minimum.
Other Heritage Issues
Brandshill
The proposals are further flawed because the historical Importance of the Brandshill
Area is under reported because no Heritage Assessment of the Area has been
carried out. Important assets in the area include:


The site of the Clifton's summer house, as shown on the Estate Map was
situated to the north east of Brandshill Wood. It was a grand, tall stone
building set on the summit of Brandshill and designed to take in views of the
Trent Valley. The view to the application site was clear from this structure as
historically there was an open ride cut through Brandshill Wood in this vicinity
for shooting purposes. The summerhouse was used by shooting parties from
Clifton Hall entering the woods. The record demonstrates the historic
landscape connection of the area affected by the proposal to the Clifton
family, but this time between them and part of the Brandshill/Mill Hill area not
far from the site of the proposed plant site (See Photo 6).



The area of Mill Hill derives its name from the windmill which stood on its
summit, the site of which is plotted on Chapman's Map of 1774. The 1836
Ordnance Survey Map plots the Old Mill House where Burrows Farm is now
and what looks to be the windmill is situated just south west of Mill Hill
Spinney, on or close to the site of the processing plant. The Mill would clearly
be important to the local communities of Clifton and Barton and it is likely that
a mill stood here for hundreds of years due to the height of the location and
the fact that the hill is called Mill Hill.

It should be noted that in the A453 assessment7 regarding the historic
environment, the Brandshill Area was classed as highly sensitive due to
previous archaeological finds and the terracing on the wooded side of the
escarpment, which has been linked to both ancient Iron Age fortifications and
to lynchets used for cultivation of crops.
The text from the A453 study identifies for site 13 (their reference):
7

A453 Widening M1 Junction 24 to A52 Nottingham, Environmental Statement Volume 1 January 2009
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Seven lynchets (cultivation terraces), on the north side of Brands Hill (TPAT
1992a) (Para 2.5.88)
Potential Iron Age fortifications recorded on the hill in the 17th century. A
number of coins possibly Iron Age in date are also recorded from the area
(Score 2007). (Para 2.5.89)

In para 2.5.89 it notes that although the site has been damaged by ploughing,
fortified Iron Age sites and lynchets are unknown in the Trent valley, and this
represents a site of high regional and possibly national importance. The site
therefore has a High value.
Barton Flash LWS
Documents in the Manuscripts Department at Nottingham University to research the
'Clifton Collection', include a map of the Barton Estate dated 1871 and the Barton
Survey and Valuation Book. On the map, the area now known as Barton Flash, is
shown as a managed osier bed numbered ‘3’ (Photo 6). When the numbering is
cross-referenced with the survey book it shows it was rented from the Clifton Estate
by John Nixon, further confirming the close connection of the area in the proposal
with the wider historic landscape.
Osier Beds were an important feature of the Trent Valley at this time as the willow
was harvested for weaving baskets, posts, poles, fencing and sometimes for
furniture making. The following quote from The Trent Vale's Landscape Character
Assessment highlights how important the Trent valley was for basket making:“The valley of the Trent and its tributaries is the most important district in
England for both osier growing and basket making, not only for quality of
output but also quality of rods.” Agricultural Research Institute 1926.
The willows in the Barton Flash area of the application site reflect the historic
osier beds shown on the 1871 Barton Estate Map and are part of the
agricultural heritage and landscape history of the parish. As the beds were on
land owned and managed by Clifton Hall, they also contribute to the historic
landscape connection/relationship between the application site and Clifton
Hall, and therefore are important to its setting and significance. It should be
noted that as Barton Flash is to be destroyed and replaced by a large expanse of
open water, this will constitute a significant loss to the character of the heritage
asset's landscape context which will harm their setting and significance.
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Photo 6: Location of Clifton Summer House (red circle), close to Brandshill Wood
and the area of proposed plant on Mill Hill, and position of Osier beds (marked ‘3’ on
map, blue circle). Extract from records accompanying 1871 Barton Estate Map
shown below, detailing ownership of osier beds.
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10. Cumulative Impacts
We are particularly concerned that the cumulative impacts of the proposed
development have not been fully considered by the applicant or the County. Before a
decision is make therefore we request that there should be an analysis this
application in relation to the cumulative impacts of other developments which have
taken place in the area or are scheduled to take place. In this case, this would
include the construction of:





The new A453;
Lark Hill Village;
Clifton South Park and Ride; and,
The prospective developments at Clifton Woods and Fairham/Clifton
Pastures.

In their original Scoping Response Natural England stated that cumulative and
in-combination effects should be included in any assessment.
In the context of cumulative impacts we are aware of the important precedent from
the judgement from Mr Justice Burton known as the Long Moor judgement (The
Queen (on the application of Leicestershire County Council) v. the Secretary of State
for Communities and Local Government and UK Coal Mining Ltd (2007) EWHC
Admin 1427.)
He concluded that reasons underpinning any conclusions on cumulative effects must
be provided by the MPA for it to be considered a 'proper assessment'. In paragraph
41 of his judgement he gives examples of such reasoning as including:
1.

Even though each individual area of potential impact was not objectionable yet
each such feature was close to objectionability that, although none could be
said to be individually objectionable, yet because each was nearly
objectionable, the totality was cumulatively objectionable; or

2.

One, two, three or four of the particular features were close to being
objectionable and that would be an important matter to take into account when
looking at the totality; or

3.

One particular combination of two or three otherwise unobjectionable features
could cause objectionability in their totality; or 4. As was specifically addressed
by the Interested Party and by the Inspector here, and found not to be the case,
there could be some unusual feature or some unusual combination of features
such as to render the combination objectionable when the individual feature
was not.

The point about the Long Moor judgement is that even if an individual aspect e.g.
noise, dust, environmental impact fails to meet the objection criteria, in combination
they may reach that threshold.
We cannot see that the applicant has provided any such detailed assessment of
the cumulative impacts. With regard to the cumulative impact from other
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developments in the area, the applicant asserts that more dust will be created by the
development of Fairham pastures (3,000 houses and 'industry) than from the quarry.
However it is of course the concurrent cumulative impact which needs to be taken in
to account - particularly in terms of the impact on residents of Lark Hill where some
40% have breathing difficulties.
As a result we feel that the application is flawed. The application should be rejected
because given the other impacts in the area, the proposals would significantly
exacerbate the cumulative impacts on the Green Belt and the wider environmental
qualities of the area.
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11. Impact on Green Belt
The section below relates to points outlined in NCC’s letter dated 8 th November
2018. Note: Paragraph numbers relate the applicant’s document: ‘Clarification &
revised Proposals to Address Impacts on Green Belt’.
Some points are cross referenced to comments already made in our response to
information supplied in the applicant’s main response to the second Regulation 25
Request for Further Information.
Overall comment on the current response
The MPA has correctly identified that:
“The NPPF states that where minerals extraction does not preserve the
openness of the Green Belt it is considered to be inappropriate development
and is by definition, harmful to the Green Belt and should not be approved
except in very special circumstances.
MPAs are therefore instructed to give substantial weight to any harm to the Green
Belt. In this context we note the statement in the MPA that “Very special
circumstances will not exist unless the potential harm resulting from the proposal is
clearly outweighed by other considerations.”
The proposal and the response made by the applicant do not demonstrate that any
special circumstances exist and that the proposals would indeed be harmful to the
greenbelt in the area. In this context we particularly note the recent comments
by Nancy Ashbridge (County Landscape Architect) who draws attention to the
fact that the applicant has offered no public benefit, other than economic gain
which provide such special circumstances.
Ashbridge confirms that there would be “permanent loss of a tranquil landscape with
a strong sense of place” and “the permanent loss of the pasture and ridge and
furrow landscape will be detrimental to both views of the site, the landscape
character and the setting of the heritage assets”.
In their response applicant seeks to minimise impacts on the Green Belt on the basis
that some relate only to the operational phase. This is misleading. This period
extends to 12-15 years. There will also be longer term effects as restoration and
establishment, particularly of later excavation phases, are likely to extend for at least
a further 10 years. For many members of the local community and recreational areas
that will equate to a permanent impact and loss of openness of the Green Belt.
11.1. Bunding
11.1.11 MPA Comment: The current scheme proposes permanent soil storage
at base of Brandshill Grassland (a Local Wildlife Site). It is recommended that
no soils are stored in this location and they are instead incorporated into the
soil storage and screening surrounding the plant and processing area
adjacent to Green Street.
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The current plan states that the site at the top of Mill Hill will be levelled to
accommodate the plant and processing site, and the soils stored at the south west
boundary of the plant site. There is no statement about how will the soil be kept in
optimal condition, and how this will be used to restore the land back to agriculture.
Given the provenance of the soil it would be inappropriate to use it for agricultural
restoration on the flood plain as implied in paragraph 2.1.1.
The applicant should be required to provide a revised plan.
It should be noted that the council’s actual question under bunding, 5th line down,
stated: “The existing working and restoration plans would need to be revised to
reflect this change (i.e. the location, footprint and height of the amended stockpiles)”.
The applicant fails to address this request. The plans do not show clearly or
systematically the height of the bunds around the plant site or any other stockpiles in
the extraction site other than the one in Phase 1 near to the base of Brandshill
Grassland. Greater clarity on the footprint and impact of bunding is required.
The response is also inadequate in that while it states “All the soils and overburden
from the initial Phase 1 development (approximately 34,000m³) have been
incorporated in to a screening bund located around the eastern part of the plant
site…” there is no statement about the storage of soils and overburden from the
other phases. This Phase 1 material forming bunds will also have impact on the
green belt within the operational area of the site. Moreover, there is no clear
statement about the structure and volumes of the material placed in the area marked
as “Plant Area Soils Storage” on the southern boundary of the plant site. This
structure could have a considerable impact on the character of the green belt,
especially given its proximity to Green Street.
There is no statement or clear management plan suggested about how top soil/over
burden, clay and other subsoil materials will be kept separate and then used in any
restoration.
We also not that there is a bund or buffer next to Burrows Farm. Its impact on the
green belt is not considered. The restoration plan indicates that all the original trees
will also be lost when the screening bund is removed.
The applicant has provided no details about how the materials from Phase 1 will be
transported up Brandshill. As we have noted before this material will be in a dry state
and will lead to significant dust emissions which have not been taken in to account.
11.1.2 MPA Comment: The soil storage bunds at the top of Brandshill,
surrounding the plant and processing area would introduce a substantial
landscaped mass which does not currently exist. These bunds serve a
purpose by providing screening of the lower elements of plant, machinery and
building, particularly from the adjacent Green Street. It is recommended that
no permanent soil storage bunds remain around the former plant and
processing area as part of the restoration scheme.
As we note above, the bunds themselves will have a long term impact on the
landscape character of the area by introducing an artificial and substantial
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landscaped mass. They will block the views of the open countryside and features
such as Mill Hill Spinney.
The applicant states that the soils will be used in agricultural restoration with excess
placed in restoration scheme to minimise open water. The management strategy is
unclear in that there is no statement about how the soil dug up from the plant site will
be separated from that taken from the extraction site, and that the former are in any
case of a different provenance from that on the floodplain.
There is no statement about how much the originally proposed area of open water
will be reduced by adopting the strategy suggested. Despite the requirement of the
Council that the area of shallow water should be increased and the modification to
the restoration map there is no clear statement of the areas and volumes involved. It
should be noted that if additional shallow margins are established this will attract
more birds and this may conflict with the requirements of the EMA.
11.1.3 MPA Comment: Brandshill Grassland has recently been designated as
ancient woodland. At present, soil storage is located immediately adjacent to
Brandshill Grassland at the north-west boundary of the plant and processing
area. Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) sets out that there should be a
minimum 15m buffer of retained semi-natural habitat. As such, the MPA
recommends that the location of the soil storage bund is amended to reflect at
least the minimum buffer
As we noted in our response in Section 4.6 (page 20), above, the applicant does not
consider that, although the NPPF guidance in respect of buffers to ancient woodland
refers to 15m as a minimum buffer, the guidance states that “The size and type of
buffer zone should vary depending on the scale, type and impact of the
development”. The applicant fails to provide any justification for why the
minimum of 15m should be adopted. Adoption of the minimum specified des
reflect a precautionary approach to mitigation of impacts.
As we also note in Section 4.6, above, the applicant fails to consider the impact of on
Mill Hill Spinney in relating to:


the impacts of proposed plant site on notable breeding bird species;



the impacts on protected species; and,



the possible ancient woodland status.

11.2. Stockpiles
11.2.1 MPA Comment: At present, the submitted information does not include
details as to the height of sand and gravel stockpiles. However, computer
generated images of the stockpiles indicate they could be in the region of 1012metres in height. It is requested that clarification is provided as to the
minimum height that sand and gravel stockpiles can be kept to, while
remaining operationally viable.
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Although the applicant addresses the issues surrounding the height of the stock pile
at the base of Brandshill, the design and location fails to address the concerns we
raised in terms of low magnitude and high frequency flood events that will have an
impact on the LWS of Burrows Farm Grassland, and Holme Pit SSSI. The buffer
between the stock pile and Burrows Farm Grassland is 5m, and therefore impacts
through movement and heavy rain are also likely at times other than flooding.
We note that the applicant states that the stock pile adjacent to the plant area will not
exceed 8m. This will still have a significant impact on the character of the Green Belt
in the area. The inadequacy of the applicant’s response is indicated by the fact that
while in the second paragraph of the council’s original submitted questions it is noted
that the computer generated images of stockpiles indicate they could be 10 or 12
meters high, the applicant does not clarify anything in respect of this, in terms of the
change in area of the stock pile required etc..
Paragraph 3.1.3 of the applicants response on the Green Belt, they state that a
raised stock pile will be located adjacent to the processing plant. This is not clearly
indicated on the plans provided, nor is its size and height indicated.
11.2.2 MPA Comment: MPA request clarification that it is intended that
vegetation at the Base of Brandshill to the northern side of Bridleway No. 3
would be retained.
The question put by the Council arose partly in response to the original computer
generated images provided by the applicant. However, no new images clarifying the
revised operational plan are provided.
Nevertheless, the applicant confirms that 8m the hedgerow and trees will need to be
removed to facilitate the conveyor tunnel, but they have not mentioned the access
track for vehicles. Would this gap be wide enough for both the access track and the
conveyor? Clarification is required.
Even if the gap is wide enough to accommodate the conveyor and access track it is
clear that the loss of this vegetation will lead to a substantial gap in this ecologically
important hedgerow, which connects the two ancient woodlands and which is
important for bats and birds, including migrant species. The applicant states that it
will be replanted, but it will take years to achieve the value for biodiversity that it
currently has, or to provide any screening value in the short term.
The applicant refers to a fence being erected to provide screening of views into the
working area, but no details are provided about the type or height of fencing. Nor are
there details about the gates at the crossing point. Such screening will, have a
considerable impact on the character of the Green Belt at this point, notwithstanding
the noise and dust impact also associated with this hot-spot of their activity should
operations go ahead, at this ecologically and culturally sensitive point.
No details are provided about how the crossing point will be operated and how the
safety of users of the footpath along the base of Brandshill will be assured. Also no
consideration is given to the impact of any fencing and gates that will remain during
the restoration period and thereafter. It is unlikely that the character of the green belt
cold be restored in this area.
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11.2.3 MPA Comment: The layout plan showing the ‘stocking area’ indicates a
relatively large area, a limited amount of which is taken up with sand and
gravel stockpiles. As such, a justification for the size of the stocking area is
requested.
The applicant states that the revised layout plans show a reduced area for stockpiles
especially due to the development of the screening bund to the east of the site
entrance. However, the response provides no detailed justification for the size of the
stocking area requested; an explanation for the redesign is required and whether it
will be sufficient in size for operation.
11.3 Plant & machinery
11.3.1 MPA Comment: The scheme includes a conveyor to transport material
from the base of Brandshill up to the processing area at the top of Brandshill.
Whilst it would be located in a cutting for much of its length it would have
clear visible impacts on the openness of the Green Belt, particularly in
proximity to Bridleway No. 3 and where it rises out of the cutting to pass over
the Severn Trent water main. There would also be a prominent hopper element
at the base of Brandshill. These elements would harm the openness of the
Green Belt for duration of the development
See our comments on the issue of the crossing of the conveyor belt and access
track and the public bridleway above (3.2). It is not clear if or how the impact of the
hopper will be mitigated, given that screening will be used that will significantly
impact on the Green Belt.
In 3.2.1 the applicant states that a corridor of material about 8m wide will be
removed for the conveyor construction and that it will be replanted, but no mention is
made of the access road, that will remain as an intrusion into the Green Belt.
In 4.1.1, the applicant refers to the dense vegetation screen and boundary hedgerow
that currently is present, but as stated above, 8m, will be removed and any new
planting will take at least 10 years to become a dense screen like the one currently
present. The applicant understates the impact that the proposals have on the Green
Belt.
Furthermore, in paragraph 4.1.1 there are no details about the character of the
fencing proposed, its height or extent to which it will screen operations.
In 4.1.2 the applicant states that the as the conveyor crosses the water main it will
only create a “localised visible impact”, but they have not accounted for cumulative
impact that this would have on the high number of users on this well used stretch of
the bridleway. More detailed consideration should be provided. Both the conveyor
and access road will be visible from the City Council Footpath 102, along much of
their length, and particularly where the conveyor rises from the cutting.
Photos 7 & 8 shows the line of the proposed conveyor and haul road across
Brandshill grassland, and despite proposed screening the infrastructure are likely to
be highly visible from the base of Brandshill Grassland and beyond due to the nature
of the topography
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Mill Hill Spinney

Approximate line of
conveyor and haul road at
north eastern boundary of
Brandshill Grassland from
bridleway at base of hill.

Photo 7

Photo 8
Mill Hill Spinney

Approximate line of
conveyor and haul
road seen across
Brandshill Grassland
from bridleway at base
of hill
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Trentside Chalets

Photo 9: View, looking
NNW over to Trentside
Chalets from location of
proposed haul road and
conveyor on Brandshill
Grassland and Mill Hill.

Attenborough SSSI

Photo 9: View, looking NW
towards Attenborough SSSI
from location of proposed
haul road and conveyor on
Brandshill Grassland and
Mill Hill.
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The track and the route of the conveyor will be visible to bird watchers at
Attenborough Nature Reserve, who monitor this area for various species, and the
residents of Beeston Rylands, and those living at riverside chalets. It will also be very
visible to the tenant and users of the livery yard at Burrows Farm. The applicant has
provided an inadequate analysis of visible impacts from the key viewpoints in
and around the operational area.
11.3.2 MPA Comment: The processing plant and machinery would vary in
height, but taller elements would be over 10m in height. This level of plant and
machinery in a concentrated location is more reflective of an industrial or
construction operation and is not in keeping with a countryside location. The
plant and machinery would harm the openness of the Green Belt in this
particular location for a 12-15 year period due to its height and prominence.
The applicant refers to ground levels of the plant area being reduced by up to 2.1m
to create a flat area of land for construction of the basal concrete pad for the wash
plant. The impact this will have on the historic character of the area, and the extent
to which that character can be restored is not addressed.
There is ambiguity about the maximum height of the processing plant which is stated
by the applicant as 11m. Rushcliffe BC believe it is 12m.
It should be noted that currently the top of Mill Hill in the vicinity of the entire plant
site, has a very distinctive topography and undulations which are part of its historic
landscape character. It will not be possible to restore these levels to reflect its
historic and current landscape character and therefore there will be permanent
and significant impacts in this regard.
This impact at the top of Mill Hill is significant in terms of the harm that it would do to
the character of the Green Belt. The area is an historic and prominent ridgeline with
heritage links to both Barton and Clifton Hall. As we have noted in section 9 of our
document, the A453 Impact Study8 states in respect of the site, lynchets and Iron
Age fortifications are located on Brands Hill (see para 2.5.89). The Study adds:
“Although the site has been damaged by ploughing, fortified Iron Age sites and
lynchets are unknown in the Trent valley, and this represents a site of high regional
and possibly national importance.” The site has a high historic value and the
proposals would damage it significantly.
We are also concerned about the general impact of the plant on the character of the
Green Belt in terms of the:

8



The artificial and high screening bunds which themselves will impact on the
openness of the Green Belt for the lifetime of the plant site, which although
not permanent, is a considerable length of time.



The fact that the plant site will be lit overnight for security purposes which, due
to the prominence of the ridgeline, will impact on what is currently a dark and

A453 Widening Environmental Statement Volume 1 January 2009.
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unlit high point. See our comments under 4.6 in respect of Mill Hill Spinney.
The lighting up on the ridgeline will also be very visible to motorists on the
A453 approaching Mill Hill Roundabout and those using Green Street,
Nottingham Road, parts of Clifton, and probably Bunny and Bradmore. No
assessment of these impacts have been done.


The fact that planting on the bunds will take many years to establish. The
planting of hedges carried out on Green Street in respect of the A453 scheme
was done 4 years ago, and has hardly grown. The planting on the bunds will
take the lifetime of the site to merge the bunds into the landscape – then they
will be removed. There is no indication of what species will be planted, and
whether they are native species, and how visibility will change with changing
leaf cover.



The fact that the applicant has provided no details about the form or height of
the main security access gates into the site. Potentially the plant site could be
visible from Green Street through the gates to the plant area and not just to
motorists as there are many walkers, cyclists and horse riders using the road
now. Furthermore, the entrance to the plant site is opposite an area that the
Highways Agency left deliberately unplanted to provide an expansive view
from the top of Mill Hill over the surrounding countryside to the east. The
deliberately designed and relatively tranquil view point will be ruined by the
noise and proximity of the plant site.



The plant site will still be visible from the Gotham Hills public paths, despite
the bunds. The very unnatural bunds will also be visible from the footpath
along Clifton Pastures, along with the top of the highest structures associated
with the processing plant.

11.3.3 MPA Comment: Measures that can be used to reduce the noise impact
of the conveyor. One such method would be to cover/enclose the conveyor, at
least in proximity to Bridleway No. 3. Any such proposed additional mitigation
should also detail the level of noise reduction that would be achieved at
Bridleway No. 3.
We have already commented in Noise 7.2 above that the claimed 12dB (A) impact
on noise levels which the MPA rightly describes as “incongruous” is not credible.
BS5228 states that a barrier attenuation of 10dB (A) is only possible when the noise
screen “completely hides the source from the receiver”. In this case the noise source
in terms of the hopper will have no screening and is only being relocated marginally
further away and the conveyor is only covered for a short distance. The sound levels
also take no account of the frequent trips made by dumper trucks in the same
vicinity. The frequency of dumper truck use is not given.

11.4 Buildings and Workshop
5.1 MPA Comment: The MPA recommends that you give consideration as to
the necessity of the workshop and whether it can be removed from the
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scheme. If you decide to remove the workshop from the scheme this would
need to be reflected in updated site layout drawings. If you choose not to
remove it from the scheme it is recommended that a justification as to the
necessity of the workshop is provided with any Regulation 25 submission.
The applicant only partially addresses this request. The workshop is not being
removed from the scheme and they do not provide a detailed justification for the
necessity of it, apart from it being an integral part of minerals operations.
Although the applicant now locates the workshop adjacent to Mill Hill Spinney and
propose to reduce the level of the land area of the workshop and the ‘outer apron
area’ by about 1.5m, it is not clear what is meant by an ‘apron area’ of how this will
mitigate impact. Nor are drainage issues dealt with. There are particular concerns
about this new location since the applicant states (para 5.1.2) that given that that the
ground levels in this area fall naturally towards the north-eastern corner of the site in
to Mill Hill Spinney, further ground removal is needed to manage workshop height in
relation to screening bunds, and the additional soil storage that will be involved and
where this will be located.
A detailed visualisation needs to be provided of the revised plans for the plant site
from agreed vantage points in the wider area.

11.5. Haul Road
11.5.1 MPA Comment: The MPA recommends the removal of the haul road (on
Brandshill) as part of the restoration of the site. This should be shown on
updated restoration plans.
The applicant provides a misleading response to this request. Although they state
that the Haul Road will be removed they state that (para 6.1.1) this will be replaced
by an agricultural track, as this is the current situation on Brandshill where the
agricultural tenant has access across the grassland site for the horses and grazing
cattle on the land. This is not the current situation on Brandshill, where the
track only runs alongside Mill Hill Spinney. It does not extend to the base of
Brandshill as shown on the restoration plan. The response should therefore be
rejected as misleading. Information about the design of the restored track is also not
provided, and its impact on the character of the Green Belt and the LWS Grasslands
in the area are not considered. If the track cannot be removed then its design in
relation to the likely management operations that will be needed in the restoration
and after care period should be considered in detail.

11.6. Parking
11.6.1 MPA Comment: It is suggested that you consider alterations to the HGV
parking which would reduce its impact on the openness of the Green Belt. This
could include one or more of the following:


Considering whether the HGV parking to the north-east of the access is
absolutely necessary;
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Reducing the number of HGV parking spaces;



Providing additional soil bund screening around the HGV parking to the
north-west of the access road.

The applicant has reduced the HGV parking spaces from 12 down to 7, with no
explanation as to why only about half of the original proposed number will now be
sufficient.
It is noteworthy that the council’s original question included the statement, “The
parking to the south-west side of the access would be screened to a certain extent
by soil bunds, although it is expected that the upper elements of HGV’s would
remain visible above these soil bunds.” We note that the applicant has not tried to
counter this remark by saying the soil bunds and planting will hide them – they have
not referred to the comment in their self-edited version of the question. The applicant
should be required to address the issue in its entirety.

11.7. Fencing
11.7.1 MPA Comment: It is recommended that re-located security fencing
around the plant and processing area is detailed on re-submitted site layout
plans
In reference to the full text of the council’s request it notes one of the elements of the
scheme which would harm the openness of the Green Belt for the duration of the
development is the main security gate at the access to the plant site. We have
referred to this issue in 4.2 above.
In relation to the gates at the base of Brandshill if they will be left open during the
day to permit free passage of vehicles or if will they be manned. Whether open or
closed, the resultant impact of either seeing the plant site or the security gates
will harm the openness of the Green Belt. No details are provided about the height of
the fencing, therefore we are unable to judge whether it will be visible over the top of
the bunds. The applicant states that the existing hedgerows will be located on the
outside of the bunds adjacent to Green Street, but do not provide any details about
buffers to protect the roots of the hedgerows, protect the whips from damage during
construction of bunds or to allow rainwater to penetrate. After the operational period,
this hedgerow could easily be damaged during removal of the bunds.
It should also be noted that there is a permanent problem with off road motor bikes in
this area, and the design of the bunds and site generally does not consider how the
issue can be managed. During the construction of the offline section of the A453 the
area became a major focus of off-road bike activity causing considerable public
nuisance. The proposed bunds associated with the current development are likely to
be a major attractor for such activities, and so further damage the tranquillity of the
Green Belt at this point.
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Appendix 1: Additional Questions
Proposed amendments / additions to second Regulation 25 Request for
Information (dated 8/11/18) On behalf of: Barton in Fabis Parish Council /
SAVE/ / Clifton Village Residents’ Association 29/11/2018
1. Ecology
In the context of requirements in relation to mitigation and biodiversity compensation,
we note that there appears to be no mention of retaining Brandshill Marsh and the
hedgerow and trees at the base of Brandshill Grassland, which Nick Crouch had
referred to as a hot spot for foraging bats.
Our earlier response also emphasised its importance for breeding, wintering and
migrant birds, that it was used by long eared owls to roost, and that it was an
important green corridor between the two ancient woodlands.
The impacts on this should be included in the assessment of impacts on the ancient
woodlands, e.g. bats roost in the wood, and these bats may well use this area
adjacent to the wood to forage for insects, and birds from the wood use the
hedgerow to feed etc.
2. Revised Working Plans and Restoration Scheme
2.1

Restoration period

The section should make reference to a requirement to provide plans for a much
longer restoration and maintenance plan as referenced by Notts Wildlife Trust:
“The assertion that restoring the habitat in 5 or 10 years would be adequate
mitigation for the loss of high value habitats used by a diverse assemblage of
birds on this scale is incorrect.”
“The current proposal for only 5 years of aftercare is unacceptable and
fundamentally undermines the proposed use of recreated habitats as
mitigation for the loss of high quality LWS and BAP/Sn41 habitats. The
restored habitats should be managed for nature conservation in perpetuity (or
for a minimum of 25 years).”
“The scheme does not contain sufficient details to be assured of the likelihood
of the habitats being successfully achieved, in our Scoping Response NWT
asked for:
a) Detail the proposed habitats in terms of the rationale behind their
choice, their intended composition and the target habitat (preferably
using the National Vegetation Classification as a descriptive tool).
b) Describe the methods of hydrological restoration, substrate
preparation, plant establishment, plant type and form, provenance
of material, establishment maintenance and long term aftercare.
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c) Provide assurance of the long term funding for management of the
habitats.”
We note that Nick Crouch has proposed a 20 year restoration period.
2.2

Baselines

Our previous response noted:
“In order to monitor water levels, it is essential that the applicant is also
required to provide a proper baseline as a comparison. These proposals are
inadequate because they fail to reflect the lessons from other sites. For
example, CEMEX UK describe the restoration work they have undertaken in
Attenborough. They state:
When working in a flood plain with restoration based on lakes, ponds, islands,
mudflats and wet grassland, the importance of pre-extraction groundwater levels is
of major importance. A minimum of 5 years borehole logs is required to project
meaningful restoration levels.
The proposals appear to be based on two sets of borehole logs from 2013 and
2016.”
This clearly falls short of what would be required in terms of establishing an
adequate evidence base on which to develop restoration proposals.
The applicant should be required to show how the monitoring requirement will be
achieved and what actions will be taken in relation to the results of the monitoring
during and after the operational phase.
2.3

Restoration

The revised restoration scheme does not define who will be managing the land in
perpetuity. It also does not reflect the historic pastoral landscape of the area.
The applicant should be required to address these issues.
3. Designations
Under designations it is noted that “Consultation responses have highlighted flood
events at the site and that flood water flows through the site eventually reaching
Holme Pit SSSI.” Although the applicant has been asked to provide further
information to demonstrate that there would be no adverse impact as a result of
sedimentation from flood water passing through the application site and entering
Holme Pit SSSI, the request does not fully reflect the operational implications of the
flood issue. We believe the applicant should also identify the impacts of sediment
mobilisation from exposed surfaces during flood events.
Moreover, it should be noted that in their comment made on 8/11/2018, Natural
England have expressed concerns about moving stock piles during flood events.
In line with this response, the applicant should be asked to clarify:
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 what level or certainty of flooding would be required to start this moving
process; and
 what the trigger for moving stock piles and equipment would be, in terms of
flood magnitude, how much material could be moved in the time available,
and what residual risk to Holme Pit SSSI remains.
4.

Species (and Habitats)

4.1

Habitats

The proposed mitigation for the loss of habitat does not take into account the lag in
time between the initial loss of the habitat, and the restoration of a fully functioning
area of habitat. Comment on this is requested.
The applicant should do more than “comment” and should be required to produce a
proper plan taking account of the lag in time
The Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management (CIEEM) EIA
Guidance notes that ecological features might act as ‘stepping stones’ for migratory
species, as well as for species to move between sites, to disperse populations to
new locations, to forage, or to move in response to climate change. An assessment
of the scheme in this regard should be provided.
It should be made clear that the assessment should cover both the operational and
restoration phase
It is requested that the exact loss of Local Wildlife Sites (LWS) in hectares be
provided. Notts Wildlife Trust place emphasis on floodplain grazing marsh as a “high
priority BAP habitat.”
The applicant should be required to produce exact figures for the loss of floodplain
grazing marsh in hectares
The applicant should be required to answer the comment from Notts Wildlife Trust in
relation to the Brandshill Grassland LWS regarding tree planting:
“There also appears to be a proposal to plant trees on part of the LWS, which
would damage the grassland and has not been mentioned in the impact
assessment. The impacts of these losses would therefore be major and
irreversible”
This was a measure proposed shield a horse’s view of the conveyor and if deemed
unacceptable then the issue of the conveyor is unresolved.
NWT comments:
“In summary, the assessment of the impacts on these LWS is underestimated
in the EcIA and the proposed mitigation is inadequate. The applicant was
aware of the presence of multiple LWS from the earliest enquiry stage for this
development but has chosen to still design a scheme that would cause a
wholly unacceptable scale of damage to these irreplaceable habitats. The
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mitigation hierarchy expects that impacts should first be avoided wherever
possible, yet in this case this approach has not been taken.”

The applicant should be required to explain why the appropriate mitigation hierarchy
has not been followed.

4.2

Species

4.2.1 Grass snakes
Notts Wildlife Trust provided comment on a number of species, which the applicant
should be required to address.
There would be a loss of habitat used by grass snakes, and the potential killing
and/or injury of this species during works. The magnitude of these negative impacts
needs to be assessed, either on a worst case scenario assumption of the size of the
reptile population onsite, or following a further survey in spring 2018. Mitigation
measures should also be proposed.
Government advice is clear9 that such surveys should be undertaken in April, May
and September and should avoid the period November to February. The proposal for
a further survey should be delayed until April.
4.2.3 Harvest Mice
There would be a loss of habitat used by harvest mice and the potential killing and/or
injury of this species during works. The magnitude of these negative impacts needs
to be assessed, either based on a worst-scale scenario assumption of the size of the
harvest mouse population on site, or following further survey in spring 2018.
Mitigation measures should also be proposed.
Survey work for harvest mice is properly based on identifying nest and such surveys
undertaken October to March10. The proposed timetable for survey work should be
specified.
4.2.4 Barn Owls
No proper assessment has been made of the loss of hunting habitat used by barn
owls, or the impacts of noise in close proximity to their breeding location.
The applicant should be made aware that barn owl boxes exist at either end of the
site and a detailed assessment of the impacts on barn owls should be carried out in
accordance with Shawyer (2011).
4.2.5 Otters

9

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/reptiles-protection-surveys-and-licences
http://www.essexwt.org.uk/sites/default/files/how_to_survey_2014.pdf

10
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Provide an assessment of the potential impacts of noise and disturbance to otters
using areas adjacent to the application site.
The assessment should be made ‘on and adjacent’ to the application site. Otters
have been recently filmed at Holme Pit SSSI
A specific assessment of noise and vibration impacts on birds (specifically Schedule
1 species, and red and amber list Birds of Conservation Concern) should be
provided.
4.2.6 Bat and Other Surveys
A justification for the reliability of the bat surveys should be provided, given the
acknowledged constraints (not all surveys and transects were completed).
The County Council Ecologist commented that the Bat Activity Surveys were
incomplete, the whole site was never covered during any one survey, parts of the
site were only surveyed on only 2 out of 7 surveys and no automated recorder
surveys were carried out. Given the potential importance of the area for bats, as
noted in the first Reg 25 response from NWT, a new survey should be carried out so
as to accurately assess the impacts of habitat loss on the local bat population.
Notts Wildlife Trust state that:
“The invertebrate and aquatic vertebrate surveys were not carried out to the
recommended methodology.”
The applicant should therefore justify the reliability of the invertebrate and aquatic
vertebrate surveys.
Notts Wildlife Trust comment:
“For both breeding and wintering birds, the applicant has not rigorously
followed their own methodology, as stated in the EcIA, to properly assess the
direct impacts of the loss of habitat at this scale on these species, for example
by considering the meta-population in the area and how this might be
affected.”
The applicant should be required to detail how the meta-population might be
affected.
Note: The instruction to the applicant in respect of 4.2.1 – 4.2.6 should make it clear
that the assessment of impacts should include both the application site and the SSSI
at Attenborough.
4.2.7 Misappropriation of ‘Bigger and Better’ vision
The applicant should be required to justify or retract their citing of the Bigger and
Better vision for the Trent and Tame valleys in support of this application as
highlighted by RSPB:
“The consultants will certainly be aware that the concept of “Bigger and
Better” is grounded in the principles expounded in “Making Space for Nature”
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(Defra, 2010) – commonly referred to as the Lawton Report (and Lawton
Principles). First and foremost amongst these principles is the requirement to
better protect and manage our existing designated wildlife sites. A full reading
of Bigger and Better makes this clear – notably in the section titled “How can
the MLPs help?” where the principle of “protecting what we’ve got by
providing an appropriate level of protection for designated sites and priority
habitats” is clearly emphasised.”
4.2.8 Aircraft safety
Nick Crouch states:
“The two main waterbodies should be designed so that they have broad,
gently shelving margins to allow the establishment of a wide draw-down zone
and fringing vegetation”
This conflicts with the applicant’s proposals to meet the requirements of aircraft
safety. The applicant should be required to comment on this and its impact on their
claims that the site would attract wildlife as a justification of the scheme restoration.
4.3

Invasive Species

The applicant should also be required to show plans to control invasive plant
species. This was specified by Felicity Atkin City Council:
“Himalayan Balsam…Control of this plant must be scheduled in prior to movement of
land. Details of potential control measures and their impact and likely success should
be provided.”
5. Dust (and Air Quality)
5.1 Impact on Sensitive Receptors
We note that an assessment of dust impact from the proposed development on
Larkhill Retirement Village has now been requested. However, the applicant has also
failed to identify the impact on other off-site human receptors as specified by Public
Health England’s comment to the RSO.
“The ES should clearly identify…off-site human receptors that may be
affected by emissions from, or activities at, the development. Off-site human
receptors may include people living in residential premises; people working in
commercial, and industrial premises… recreational areas and publicly
accessible land”
The applicant has failed to identify or assess the impact on ‘sensitive receptors’ (as
defined by the NPPF) at Lilac Grove Retirement Home (Barton Green), the impact
on Burrows Farm as the nearest receptor to the site, impact on recreational areas at
children’s play area at Barton Green and on the users of footpaths / bridleways
across the site.
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Similarly, there has been no assessment of the impact on non-human receptors, in
particular the effect of dust on respiratory tracts of horses grazing near the site at
Burrows Farm livery stables.
The applicant should be required to provide such assessments.

5.2 Air Quality
The applicant has failed to provide a response on a number of important issues we
have previously identified.
(Our response to Planning application ES/3712 Appendix 6 page 57 9/10/18):








The reason why Watnall and not Sutton Bonnington was used as the data
point for weather
The impact of topography on wind speed direction.
Scoping report notes (P10): “Broxtowe Borough Council has also
requested that the assessment considers the impact of airborne emissions
being blown by prevailing south westerly winds into the borough”
The impact on 1km grid squares covering the processing site (453500
3335000) and South Clifton (454500 333500)
The impact of climate change
Errors in the data; site output (our response to Planning application
ES/3712 Section 10 (Appendix 6) page 57 ref 10.11.1), number of ‘at risk’
days (10.11.2)

6. Noise
6.1 Impact on Attenborough SSSI
The applicant should be required to obtain comment from Natural England regarding
the impact on Attenborough SSSI as specified by Nick Crouch:
“Given the SSSI status of Attenborough Nature Reserve, and its importance
for potentially noise sensitive birds, Natural England should be asked to
comment specifically on this aspect of the proposal. “
The applicant should be required to provide baseline contours and predicted
changes and assess the impacts on wildlife and visitors as stated in the Notts
Wildlife Trust response:
“No noise contour plans in the Noise Report to show the baseline contours
and the predicted changes, so that impacts on wildlife and visitors can be
properly assessed.”
Natural England have stated (16/1/18):
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“We agree that the noise assessment submitted with the application
predominately considers impact on human receptors. It would be very helpful
if further evidence could be provided on noise impacts on the bird species
present on the Attenborough SSSI, including an evaluation of the change of
noise levels that would be experienced and illustrated by a noise contour plan.
Different species react in different ways to noise so it is difficult to pinpoint an
acceptable level. On other sites we have used a level of 42dBLAeq as being
acceptable.”

The applicant’s predicted noise level on the footpath across from Attenborough SSSI
is 56dBA which is substantially above the Natural England stated figure. Therefore
the applicant should provide an evaluation of the change in noise levels and these
should be illustrated by a noise contour plan as requested by Natural England.
6.2 Plant and equipment
Scoping Report (p.10) requires “a noise assessment of any 24 hour dewatering
activities and proposed concrete batching plant which is not a typical piece of plant
of a sand and gravel quarry”
The applicant does not appear to have provided such an assessment
6.3 3-D Noise contour modelling
Natural England and Notts Wildlife Trust have both requested noise contour plans. It
was also noted by VIA (and as we stated in our response and after advice from our
own consultant), that the use of 3D modelling (rather than a basic spreadsheet
modelling methodology) is recognised as best practice especially where noise is
potentially reflected off topographical features as is the situation in this locality.
The MPA should require the applicant to undertake this modelling, whether or not it
is required under BS 5228:1 given the potential impact of this site, not least because
19,000 people live within 1km of the site.
7. Archaeology
No further comment
8. Heritage
The RFI refers to Clifton Grove on several occasions. This is quite distinct from
Clifton Wood which the part of the designated parkland which will be subject to
adverse impacts.
9. Other Matters
9.1 Hydrology
The applicant should be required to obtain comment from Natural England regarding
the impact on Attenborough SSSI as specified by Nick Crouch:
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“I also suggest that specific comment is sought from Natural England to
confirm that they agree that sand and gravel on the west side of the Trent (at
Attenborough NR) are hydraulically isolated from the groundwater regime on
the eastern side of the Trent affected by the development, and hence that
there will not be a hydrological impact on Attenborough Gravel Pits SSSI. “
Environment Agency state RSO (P34) “A detailed study into the hydrogeological
regime underlying the site with specific reference to the superficial geology and the
interaction between groundwater and the adjacent river Trent will be essential”
The applicant does not appear to have provided any such assessment and should
be required to do so.

We note that the NCC Ecology Response to Reg 25 Additional Matter 3 on Page 8
discusses the connection to Barton Pit (LWS) from the Eastern Drain and the
potential for water recharge if there are impacts from the gravel workings.
We have made a detailed site investigation and it seems clear that the Eastern Drain
is not physically connected to the larger Barton Pit on the side of the flood bank
affected by gravel extraction and in fact functions to drain water from the Barton side
of the flood bank and the smaller Barton Pit. It therefore seems unlikely that it could
be used for recharge of the Barton Pit (LWS).
The assessment made by Greenfield makes a number of assumptions that have not
been tested. As a result we feel that the EA need to be consulted to clarify the
drainage arrangements here so that an evidence based judgement on the plans can
be made.
The applicant should be required to comment on the aspect of integrity and width of
the banks by the River Trent; this is especially important given the proposal to
breach the bank to establish a ‘fish refuge’. This is important because of the 'EA
response to BIF PC Enquiry PDF' which states they have no objection because there
is no interference with the river bank. This is clearly incorrect, as the restoration
plans show that there will be a connection made from the river to the large lagoon
near to Barton Island. We therefore feel that the EA should confirm that they
have no objection to the current plans, which are clearly contrary to the
statement made in their response.
Our concerns about bank integrity are highlight also in the RSO by the Area Rights
of Way Officer, who stated:
“There is a concern over the integrity and width of the banks between the river
Trent and the two water bodies. A similar location in Girton, at a sand and
gravel extraction site, gave way when the river rose last year and washed
away a byway”.
The applicant has not addressed this issue, which clearly needs to be considered
seriously.
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We also feel that their assessment on the causes of bank erosion in the area
upstream of Barton Island is possibly simplistic, given the clear loss of material that
has occurred here in recent years. We have already provided you with evidence on
the recent flood event that shows the impact that over-bank flows have in this area.
Natural England (16/1/18) stated:
“We understand that the proposed development would not have any
hydrological impacts on the Attenborough SSSI but we suggest that the
Environment Agency is also consulted on this issue as they should be able to
provide more detailed advice. It is essential that the processed water is
cleaned (e.g. using the weir as suggested in our letter) before returning to the
River Trent. However we would suggest that baseline data should be provided
and long term (more than 5 years) monitoring should be carried out.”
The applicant should be required to respond to the above issues
9.2 Cumulative impacts
There again seems to be no follow up requirement to provide an assessment of
‘Cumulative Impacts’ despite this being a clear requirement in Policy M3.27 and
indeed in your own Request for Scoping Opinion statement given to the applicant.
POLICY M3.27 CUMULATIVE IMPACT states “Planning permission will not be
granted for minerals development which would result cumulatively in a significant
adverse impact on the environment and/ or the amenity of local communities.”
Request for Scoping Opinion (RSO) states (P9):
“With respect to cumulative impacts, consideration should be given to other
mineral sites, in particular Attenborough, and other major developments in the
area such as the A453, NET phase 2 and the housing allocation to the south
of Clifton”
Natural England also state (RSO P25):
“It will be important for any assessment to consider the potential cumulative
effects of this proposal, including all supporting infrastructure, with other
similar proposals and a thorough assessment of the ‘in combination’ effects of
the proposed development with any existing developments and current
applications.”
Nick Crouch also states in the RSO (P40) that “An assessment should be made of
the …cumulative impacts with other development schemes or projects in the area.”
Nancy Ashbridge Landscape Architect only requested that the applicant addressed
the cumulative impacts in relation to Attenborough Nature Reserve, Clifton West and
SUE. The applicant’s assessment therefore did not include cumulative impacts of the
NET extension, A453 and the Lark Hill Retirement Village.
The applicant should therefore be required to provide a comprehensive assessment
of the cumulative impacts in relation to the original RSO statement in respect of
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landscape and visual impacts and also in terms of both the wider ‘in combination’
effects as specified by Natural England and biodiversity as specified by Nick Crouch.
9.3 Transport
Our response to Planning application ES/3712 Section 8 (Appendix 4) (8.1-8.9) page
47 9/10/18 identified issues in terms of Inconsistencies and false assumptions in the
assessment of traffic impact (8.1 – 8.9), the lack of justification for claims of
sustainability including the lack of more sustainable alternative means of transport
from this site.
The applicant should be required to respond to these points and justify their original
statements

9.4 Agriculture and soil handling
We demonstrated in our response to Planning application ES/3712 Section 12
appendix 8 page 76 9/10/18 that 69.96ha (79.5% of the site) is capable of growing at
least moderate yields and would be lost for a minimum of 17years and that analysis
of soil handling was grossly inadequate
The applicant should be required to justify their statement that “the scheme will not
affect the long term agricultural potential of the site” particularly when nearly half the
site will be covered in open water.
9.5 Recreation and public amenity
The applicant has made no assessment of the impact of the site on these aspects
(see our Response to Planning application ES/3712 Section 17 page 109) in line
with NPPF core planning principles (para 17).
The applicant should be required to provide such an assessment

9.6 Rights of Way
The Parish Council believe the safety issues in respect of horse riders crossing the
conveyor have not been adequately addressed. We would ask the council to confirm
who will be liable for any accidents in this regard. Will it be the County Council as the
authority who passed the application, or the operator who designed the crossing?
9.7 Evaluation of alternatives
The RSO also specified that:
“It is a statutory requirement of the ES to consider alternatives… The
consideration of alternatives should also include the ‘do nothing’ option”
The applicant should be required to present a ‘do nothing’ option.
9.8 Statement of Community Involvement
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The Parish Council and Clifton Village Residents Association response made it very
clear (1.4) that the applicant has failed to conduct a proper consultation process
The applicant should also be required to comment and undertake a properly
conducted consultation process head of the application being considered.
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Confidential Appendix C1: Badgers
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